How to contact us
Write to: Manor House, Church Street,
Littlehampton, West Sussex, BN17 5EW
Email: ltc@littlehampton-tc.gov.uk
Call: 01903 732063
Find us online: www.littlehampton-tc.gov.uk

2nd February 2021
You are hereby summoned to attend a Meeting of the:
Governance and Audit Committee
Date: Tuesday 9th February 2021
Time: 6:30pm
Committee:
Councillor Northeast (Chair)
Councillor Blanchard-Cooper
Councillor Long
Councillor Molloy
Councillor Price
Councillor Seex
Peter Herbert, Town Clerk
Agenda
VIRTUAL MEETING PROTOCOL
2020/21
The provisions of the Coronavirus Act 2020 allow local authorities to put in place
different meeting arrangements for the period from 4 April 2020 to 7 May 2021. This
meeting will be a ‘virtual meeting’ and any member of the press and public may
listen-in and view the proceedings via a weblink which will be publicised on the Town
Council website at least 24 hours before the meeting.
The Town Council’s Protocol and Procedures for ‘virtual meetings’ can be viewed at
https://www.littlehampton-tc.gov.uk/committee-meetings
Any members of the public wishing to address the Council or any of its Committees
during the Public Forum or seeking further information on the items to be discussed,
will need to email ltc@littlehampton-tc.gov.uk one clear working day before the
meeting and provide details of their question.
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1. Mobile Phones
Members are requested to switch their mobile devices to silent for the
duration of the meeting and are asked to note the previously approved
protocol for remote meetings which is in place for the duration of this meeting.
2. Apologies
3. Declarations of interest
Members and Officers are reminded to make any declaration of disclosable
pecuniary or personal and/or prejudicial interests that they may have in
relation to items on this Agenda.
You should declare your interest by stating:
(a)
(b)
(c)

the item you have the interest in
whether it is a disclosable pecuniary interest, whereupon you will be
taking no part in the discussions on that matter, or
(i)
whether it is a personal interest and the nature of the interest
(ii)
whether it is also a prejudicial interest
(iii)
If it is a prejudicial interest, whether you will be exercising your
right to speak under PUBLIC FORUM

It is recorded in the register of interests that:
• Councillor Northeast is a Member of Arun District Council
• Councillor Blanchard-Cooper is a Member of Arun District Council
• Councillor Seex is a Member of Arun District Council
These interests only need to be declared at the meeting if there is an agenda
item to which they relate.
4. Minutes
To confirm the Minutes of the meeting held on 7th July 2020, circulated
herewith (pages 4 - 7). In accordance with the Town Councils’ Standing
Orders, Section 9 (a), Members are reminded that no discussion of the draft
minutes of a preceding meeting shall take place except in relation to their
accuracy.
5. Chair’s Report and Urgent Items
6. Public Forum
Any members of the public wishing to address the Council or any of its
Committees during remote meetings should email ltc@littlehampton-tc.gov.uk
one clear working day before the meeting with their submission. These will be
read out by the Chair or a supporting officer at the meeting. During this period,
and to enable the Council to answer as many questions as possible at the
meeting, the submission should not exceed 200 words. The Clerk, in
consultation with the Chair of the meeting, reserves the right to summarise
written questions. All written questions and responses will be made available
on the Town Council web site alongside the meeting minutes.
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7. Officers Reports
7.1. Notices of Motion – referral from Full Council report attached (pages 8 - 11)
7.2. Annual Council – Committee Membership - report attached (pages 12 - 13)
7.3. External Auditor certificate and report 2019 to 2020 - Report attached
(pages 14 – 20)
7.4. Internal Audit Report 2020 to 2021 – Report attached (pages 21 - 29)
7.5. Annual Governance Review – Report attached (pages 30 - 47)
7.6. Anti-Bribery, Fraud and Corruption Policies Review – Report attached
(pages 48 - 58)
7.7. Annual Review of Internal Controls – Report attached (pages 59 - 65).
7.8. Annual Review of Corporate Risk RegisterThe Committee is asked to consider and comment upon the updated Risk
Registers and recommend them to Full Council for approval (report
attached pages 66 - 124).
7.9. Standards Sub Committee – to receive the minutes of the meeting held
on 9th September 2020 attached (pages 125 - 128).
7.10. Complaints and Compliments Review 2020 – Report attached (pages 129 132).

8. Exempt Business
It is Recommended that:
The public and accredited representatives of the press be excluded from the
Meeting under Section 100 Local Government Act 1972 due to the confidential
nature of the business to be conducted.
The following item is confidential in accordance with Paragraph 2 of Part 1 of
Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972, being information, which is
likely to reveal the identity of an individual.

9. Exempt Minutes - Standards Sub Committee
To receive the exempt minutes of the Sub Committee meeting held on 9th
September 2020. For Members of the Committee only.
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How to contact us
Write to: Manor House, Church Street,
Littlehampton, West Sussex, BN17 5EW
Email: ltc@littlehampton-tc.gov.uk
Call: 01903 732063
Find us online: www.littlehampton-tc.gov.uk

Minutes of a meeting of the Governance and Audit Committee held on Tuesday
7th July 2020 at 6.30pm
Present:
Councillor Northeast (Chair)
Councillor Blanchard-Cooper*
Councillor Long
Councillor Price
Councillor Seex
2020/2021
This meeting is available to view using the following link:
https://youtu.be/CETVcGSWFhQ

1. Virtual Meeting Protocol and Use of Mobile Devices
The Chairman opened the meeting and explained how it would be conducted
and the protocol that would be followed, including how any break in the
proceedings due to technical difficulties would be managed.
2. Apologies
There were apologies from Councillor Molloy, and it was noted that Councillor
Blanchard-Cooper had been delayed and would join the meeting as soon as
he was able.

3. Declarations of Interest
Members and Officers were reminded to make any declarations of disclosable
pecuniary or personal and/or prejudicial interests that they might have in
relation to items on the Agenda. The standing declarations were noted, and
no further declarations were made.

4. Minutes
The Minutes of the meeting held on 4th February 2020 (previously circulated)
were confirmed as a true record and it was noted that arrangements would be
made for these to be signed at a later date.
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5. Chair’s Report and Urgent Items
There were none.
6. Public Forum
In accordance with the Remote Meetings Protocol introduced by the Town
Council, members of the public who wished to address the Council or any of
its Committees during a remote meeting should have emailed their
representations one clear working day before the meeting. There were none.
*Councillor Blanchard-Cooper joined the meeting at 6:33pm.
7. Officer’s Reports
7.1. Internal Audit Report 2019/20
The Committee considered a report (previously circulated) which set out the
final Internal Audit Report for Littlehampton Town Council for the financial
year 2019/20. The Deputy Town Clerk and Responsible Financial Officer
(RFO) explained the process and activities planned to address the points in
the action plan. Regarding the IT back-up, it was noted that sufficient
procedures were in place at most sites and that a physical check of the
systems at The Southfields Jubilee Centre was outstanding. This was
currently delayed due to the Coronavirus restrictions and would be
undertaken when circumstances allowed. The quarterly publication of details
of the Council’s expenditure over £500 on the website had been delayed due
to other priorities related to COVID-19 but had now been updated in
accordance with the Transparency Regulations. It was also noted that the
introduction of electronic banking was close to being implemented. Members
thanked the Finance Team for their hard work, and it was Resolved that:
The Internal Audit report for the year ending 31st
March 2020 and the actions taken and proposed
be noted.

7.2. Code of Conduct for Members
The Committee considered a report (previously circulated) which contained
proposals to update the “Model” Code of Conduct Code of Conduct by the
Sussex Association of Local Councils (SALC). This followed the publication of
the Committee on Standards in Public Life review and recommendations
which the Government had yet to consider. The Assistant Town Clerk outlined
the role of the Principle Authority in these matters and it was noted that an
Interim Monitoring Officer had been appointed. Observing that the annual
review of this Council’s arrangements found them to be robust, Members did
not consider any change was required and that the update from SALC be
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noted. The use of social media as a means of communication for Councillors
was however becoming increasingly important and one where Members
considered that further training could be beneficial. It was therefore Resolved
that:
The update be noted.

7.3. Review of Financial Regulations
The Committee considered a report (previously circulated) which set out
proposed amendments to the Town Council’s Financial Regulations and
Procurement Policy. This followed the publication of a revised “model” issued
by the National Association of Local Councils (NALC). The Deputy Town
Clerk and RFO explained that the revised Regulations utilised the new model
to create a more coherent document, incorporate procedures to support the
introduction of online banking and some minor changes to the text to bring it
into line with current practice. She also provided further clarification regarding
the use of Authorised Signatories and Authorised Member Signatories and
explained how they were interpreted in the Regulations. Members were
pleased to see the progression towards online banking. It was therefore
Resolved that:
The proposed amendments to the Financial
Regulations and Procurement Policy be
recommended to the Policy and Finance
Committee and finally to Full Council for
approval.

7.4. Review of Delegations
The Committee considered a report (previously circulated) which set out the
outcome of a review of the Scheme of Delegation to Officers and Committees.
The review had concluded that the Scheme of Delegation to Committees was
up to date. The Scheme of Delegation to Officers had however been
amended to reflect changes in the staff structure. It was therefore Resolved
that:

1. Full Council be RECOMMENDED to note the
outcome of the review of the Scheme of
Delegation to Committees.
2. The revised Scheme of Delegation to Officers
be endorsed and be RECOMMENDED to Full
Council for approval.
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7.5. Complaints Policy Review
The Committee considered a report (previously circulated) which set out the
outcome of a review of the Council’s Complaints Policy. Minor changes were
proposed to bring it into line with the staff structure, update some of the
terminology and changes to the Data Protection Regulations (GDPR). It was
noted that the details of compliments and complaints were brought to this
Committee every February and it was Resolved that:
The updated Complaints Policy be endorsed.

7.6. Draft Committee Workplan
The Committee considered workplan (previously circulated) which had been
updated with the timetable for the review of the Town Council’s governance
arrangements. It was Resolved that:
The Committee Workplan be approved.

8. Exempt Business
There was none.
The meeting closed at 7:09pm.
_________________
CHAIR
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Littlehampton Town Council
Non- Confidential
Committee: Governance and Audit
Date: 9th February 2021
Report by: Town Clerk
Subject: Notice(s) of Motion - Expenditure

1. Summary and Background
On 21st January Council considered the following Notice of Motion:
1.

2.

All expenditure over £10,000 should require signoff by Full Council. A
Committee may discuss and vote upon items for recommendation to
Full Council but final sign off should happen at Full Council, to allow for
final scrutiny of that decision.
All reference to items/discussions agreed or to be agreed, should
include the cost irrespective of value.

Members were not opposed to this but believed that the matter should be
considered by the Governance and Audit Committee, who should make
recommendations back to Council, including any proposed changes to
Standing Orders, Financial Regulations, or the Schemes of Delegation.
2. Recommendations
The Committee is Recommended to consider the examples of expenditure
greater than £10,000 set out in the report, decide whether to recommend their
inclusion in the proposal and to reconvene in February or early March to
consider amended Financial Regulations etc for recommending to Council.
3. Background
3.1

Currently expenditure over £10,000 must be approved by the Council or
relevant Committee (Financial Regulation 1.14). Put simply, the Notice of
Motion would just require the deletion of the words “or relevant Committee”.
However, it is understood that this is not what was meant by the Notice of
Motion. Therefore, a list of typical expenditure over £10,000 is set out in
Appendix A for the Committee to consider whether they should or should not
be referred to Council. This will enable the relevant governance documents to
be redrafted for Committee’s consideration.
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3.2

The Committee will also need to consider at what stage or stages the approval
of Council is required. For instance, if looking at a contract which has staged
payments e.g., the Christmas Lights contract, where a portion of the annual
contract fee is paid prior to switch on and the remainder after the illuminations
have been taken down, at what point is Council being asked to approve the
expenditure.

3.3

The Committee will also want to consider whether there are any implications
for future partnership working if many stages are required to achieve approval,
especially bearing in mind that any change will need to be agreed with Partners.

3.4

Lastly, the Committee should consider whether this is the best way forward and
whether this achieves the desired aim. Other options might include the ability
once the agenda papers are published to refer the matter to Council using a
“Call In” process similar to that used by the District and County Councils. The
Committee could then decide whether to discuss the matter or refer it to an
Extraordinary meeting of the Council. Members might also consider whether
this Motion undermines the Committee system and therefore whether it would
be more efficient for Council to meet, possibly every three weeks and do away
with all Committees and Sub-Committees. These options and others should at
least be considered to determine whether they would more effectively deliver
the desired outcome.
4. Financial Implications
There are none.

Peter Herbert
Town Clerk
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Appendix A

Payments
Statutory payments
Contractual payments

Examples
HMRC/Business Rates
Arun Church, Salaries,
Pensions, Public Works
Loan Board
Car parking disc scheme
A new event

Ongoing/rolling payments
New Initiatives not
defined in Council budget,
but within a wider
package
Major Events
Armed Forces Day, Town
Show and Family Fun
Day, Screen on the Green
Sub-elements of Events
Power, stewarding,
staging etc
Filling of job vacancies
Provision of replacement
Van for A Team
equipment
Any other work on
Leases (Unit 6F), IT,
buildings
equipment, furnishings,
and fittings where the
total could exceed
£10,000
Any of the Council’s
priorities
Renewal of contracts
Christmas Lights, Floral,
Youth Work
Election costs
Associated
Keystone professional
supplementary contracts
and consultancy fees
to major projects
legal, quantity surveyor,
planning, employer’s
agent
Clarification required over Service Funding
contracts for sums under
Agreements
10,000 per annum, which (Littlehampton Bonfire
run for several years
Society and The Ferry),
Extech IT Support over
the 3-year contract is over
£10,000, Wakefield
Security over a 3-year
agreement is over
£10,000.
Health and Safety
Includes maintenance.
delegation to Town Clerk This is separately covered
in the Financial
Regulations and would
result in a post-event
report to Council.

Proposal
Presume not included
Presume not included

Presume not included
Presume included

Unclear whether included
or not
Again unclear
Presume not included
Unclear
Unclear

Unclear as has already
been approved by Council
Unclear
Presume not included
Unclear

Unclear

Presume not included
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Appendix A

Payments
Clarification required over
an initiative where there
are multiple parts, none of
which exceed £10,000,
but combined do

Urgency arrangements
Expenditure associated
with underlying
agreements

Progress Newsletter
Manor House
Maintenance
Utilities

Examples
A new event. Community
Resources Initiatives
budget (and associated
earmarked reserve
(EMR)), Town Centre
Initiatives (and associated
EMR), Town Centre
Events and Community
Events EMR.

Proposal
Unclear

To be considered.
Unclear

Section 106 developer
agreements, grant monies
awarded to the Town
Council, devolved
services (might not be
relevant now but could be
in the future), partnership
funding where the Town
Council holds the funds
(e.g.: Arun District Council
and Keystone £250,000 –
expenditure will be
subject to a legal
agreement).
Budget is £15,971 made
Unclear
up of smaller parts
Budget is £20k
Unclear
Electric across all sites is Unclear
budgeted at £11,440, Gas
£8,460.
Unclear

EMR for Building
Maintenance for
Southfields Community
Centre and Manor House
are over £10,000
Other EMRs over £10,000 Bus, Community Event,
Vehicles & Equipment.

Unclear
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Littlehampton Town Council
Non- Confidential
Committee: Governance and Audit
Date: 9th February 2021
Report by: Town Clerk
Subject: Annual Council – Committee Membership

1. Summary and Background
The report puts forward proposals as to how best to appoint to Committees at
the forthcoming Annual Council meeting in May.
2. Recommendations
The Committee is Recommended to Recommend to Council that the
proposals set out in paragraph 3.5 of this report be approved for the
remainder of this Council (May 2023) or until one party has a majority,
whichever is soonest.
3. Background
3.1

Proportionality has been raised with the Town Clerk on several occasions
during the last few months and a clear process approved by Council is
necessary. If approved it is strongly suggested that the Group Leaders
should meet, having consulted their Members to agree a recommendation for
committee memberships to Annual Council in May. It is proposed that this
arrangement stays in place until the new Council in 2023 or one party
achieves a majority. A political group has been assumed as being of at least
2 members of the Council.

3.2

At the May 2019 elections 9 Liberal Democrats, 3 Conservative and 3 Labour
Councillors were elected and appointments to Committees were made
proportionately in line with this. The Mayor and Deputy Mayor were voting exofficio Members of all Committees, Sub-Committees and Working Groups,
including the Progress Editorial Board.

3.3

The Annual Council meeting in 2020, which was held during the first lockdown
retained the memberships of the Committees etc and there have only been
minor changes since then.

3.4

The political breakdown of the Council has significantly changed since the
original appointments. There are now 2 Conservative councillors, 2 Labour, 3
Liberal Democrats and 3 Littlehampton Independent Group. There are also 2
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Councillors currently suspended from their parties and one Independent, with
two vacancies.
3.5

Whatever the results of the forthcoming by-elections, no one party will have
overall control, barring significant defections.

3.6

The following proposals are therefore put forward to formalise what has to
date been undertaken through convention and goodwill. There is no legislative
requirement for the Town Council to have proportionality on Committees.
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)

Each Councillor should have seats on two Committees. There are
therefore 30 seats available.
The guide for the numbers on each Committee should be as follows:
• Planning and Transportation – 6, including a Member from each
of the 4 District Council wards in Littlehampton
• Policy and Finance – 6 or7, including the Chair or Vice Chair of
each of the other Committees.
• Community Resources – 6 or7
• Property and Personnel – 6
• Governance and Audit – 5
Each of the 4 political groups should each chair at least one of the
Committees. This should also apply to the Vice-Chairs, which should
be of a different political party to the Chair.
The relevant Group Leaders may wish to include their suspended
colleagues within their considerations. If not, those members, together
with the Independent Member, should be consulted with by the Town
Clerk and asked for their preferences regarding the Committees.
Every effort will then be made to accommodate these wishes were
practicable and possible.
Committees will bear in mind proportionality when appointing SubCommittees and Working Groups.
The Progress Editorial Board will comprise a member of each of the 4
political groups, agreed by each respective group.
Given the number of small political groups, the previous arrangement
for the Mayor and Deputy Mayor to be ex-officio members of all
Committees and Sub-Committees, with voting rights, significantly
unbalances the proportionality of Committees. This is particularly so
where they are of the same party. It is therefore proposed that this be
amended to an ability to attend Committees, participate in debates, but
not vote. Furthermore, the imbalance is even greater at a SubCommittee and it is therefore suggested that they should have no
greater attendance rights than any other Member. They could be
appointed as members of a Committee or substitute if needed.

4. Financial Implications
There are none.
Peter Herbert
Town Clerk
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Littlehampton Town Council
Non- Confidential
Committee: Governance and Audit
Date: 9th February 2021
Report by: Town Clerk
Subject: External Auditor certificate and report 2019 to 2020
1. Summary
1.1

Attached is the External Auditor’s Certificate and report for the 2019 to 2020
accounts.

1.2

The conclusion of the Audit has been advertised in the Councils noticeboards
and on the website and copies of the complete Annual Return made available
for purchase.
2. Recommendations

2.1

The Committee is Recommended to:
1. Note the External Auditor certificate and report for the 2019 to 2020
accounts.

Peter Herbert
Town Clerk
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Littlehampton Town Council
Non- Confidential
Committee: Governance and Audit
Date: 9th February 2021
Report by: Town Clerk
Subject: Internal Audit Report 2020 to 2021
1. Summary
1.1

Attached, as Appendix 1, is the first Internal Audit Report for Littlehampton
Town Council for the financial year 2020 to 2021. The audit was conducted by
the Town Council’s Internal Auditor, Farsight Consulting.

1.2

One of the functions of Interna Audit is to give assurance to Members of the
Council that the systems, financial and otherwise, are following best practice,
operating correctly, compliant with all laws and regulations and can be relied
upon.
2. Recommendations

2.1

The Committee is Recommended to:
1. Note the Internal Auditor report for the 2020 to 2021 accounts and the
action to implement the Internal Auditor’s recommendations.
3. Background

3.1

The Internal Auditor makes two visits per year. This is the first report for
2020 to 2021.
The areas that were audited were:
• Review of opening balances and reporting of 2019 to 2020 audit opinion
• Follow up previous recommendations
• Testing of expenditure first six months of financial year
• Risk management and insurance
• Budget monitoring reports
• Bank reconciliations
Items to be brought to the Committee’s attention are:

3.2

Risk Management and Insurance
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3.2.1 The Auditor noted that the Council is well advanced in planning for
construction of a new community centre and advised it is important that the
Council fully understands VAT issues around construction of the new building.
The Auditor has passed details of a VAT advisor who specialises in the Town
and Parish Council Sector.
3.2.2 The Responsible Financial Officer will contact the advisor to take advice on
both new community centres, particularly as the new North Littlehampton
Centre will be more complex.
3.2.3 The Auditor noted that the complete IT backup has not been tested with the
Council’s ICT provider due to COVID-19. The Auditor stated that a test of the
backup should be completed annually, although he did accept that the move
to home working experienced by the Council over the past few months
provides considerable assurance that backup and remote access protocols
are working effectively.
3.2.4 The annual test will be completed with the Council’s ICT provider once
circumstances allow.
4. Conclusion and Opinion
4.1

The Auditor was satisfied that the Council successfully maintains a strong
system of financial control, despite challenges arising during the pandemic.

4.2

Overall the systems and procedures in place are fit for purpose.

Peter Herbert
Town Clerk
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Mr P Herbert
Littlehampton Town Council

18 November 2020
Dear Peter
Littlehampton Town Council
Internal Audit 2020-21– Interim Audit Report
Following the virtual interim audit completed on 17 November, I attach my report for
consideration by the Council. This was the first of two audits I intend to carry out to
support my opinion on the 2020-21 Annual Governance and Accountability Return (AGAR).
I covered the following at this visit:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review of opening balances and reporting of 2019-20 audit opinion
Follow up previous recommendations
Testing of expenditure first 6 months of financial year
Risk management and insurance
Salaries and wages
Budget monitoring reports
Bank reconciliations.

I am pleased to report that overall Council has successfully maintained a strong system of
financial control, despite the challenges arising in the course of the pandemic. I have 2 minor
recommendations to raise, these are at Appendix A.
The Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 require smaller authorities, each financial year, to
conduct a review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control and prepare an
annual governance statement in accordance with proper practices in relation to accounts.
The internal audit reports should therefore be made available to all members to support
and inform them when they are considering the Authority’s approval of the annual
governance statement.
I am required by Section 4 of the Annual Governance and Accountability Return (AGAR) to
review controls in place at the Council against predefined control assertions. These control
assertions are set out below, together with the results of testing carried out at the interim
audit.
I would like to thank Laura and Claire for their help in the audit.
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A:

Books of Account

Interim Audit
The Council continues to use RBS, an industry specific accounting package. I have tested
the brought forward balances against the unaudited prior year annual return and can confirm
these have been brought forward correctly.
The RBS system is used to report and record the financial transactions of the Council, it is
used to make bookings for hires, allotments, and fixed asset register recording. A review of
the cashbook shows that all data fields are being entered, supporting documentation is easily
located from references recorded on the general ledger. Reconciliations tested were up to
date at the time of the audit.
I have confirmed that the Council’s VAT returns are up to date, with the most recent claim
for the 3 months to 30 September 2020 submitted to HMRC on 15 October. I checked
that balances in the return could be agreed to schedules produced by the accounting system.
At the time of my audit the Council had not yet received the external audit certificate. This
is because the external auditor’s deadline has been moved back to 30 November this year
due to the pandemic. I confirmed that my internal audit report for 2019-20 was taken to
the July meeting of Governance and Audit Committee. Minutes show proper consideration
of matters arising.
I have no recommendations in this area.
B:
Financial Regulations & Payments
Interim Audit
Financial Regulations were reviewed at Full Council in October 2020. Amendments were
made to reflect the Council’s move to online banking. Standing Orders were reviewed at
Governance and Audit Committee in February 2020. The Littlehampton documents are
based on NALC templates.
Council is given authority to spend via the annual budget process. The Council has a robust
procedure in place to ensure that all expenditure is authorised in line with financial
regulations. I selected a sample of 10 higher value transactions from the ledger and I was
able to confirm for all transactions that:
•
•
•
•

Transactions could be agreed back to invoice
Payment approval slip was on file, authorised by appropriate officers, with evidence
of councillor sign off
VAT accounting correct
Expenditure appropriate for the Council

The RFO confirmed that the Council was able to continue operating existing payment
processes during office closures.
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The Council has moved to making payments using online banking from the end of October
2020. I have discussed the system in place with the Responsible Finance Officer, and I am
satisfied that this system provides adequate separation of duties, and proper review of
payments by councillors, prior to online payment authorisation at bank by the Town Clerk.
Financial Regulations have been amended to reflect these changes. I will test the online
payment system at my year end audit, as the system has only recently been changed.
I can confirm that the Council is compliant with the 2015 Transparency Code. Information
is disclosed in the “How We Spend ” section of the website, and information on payments,
and procurement is up to date, to the end of quarter 2 2020-21. Information on grants
awarded is held elsewhere on the website, I have suggested a hyperlink is added to the “How
We spend” page.
I am satisfied this control objective has been met.
C: Risk Management & Insurance
Interim Audit
The Council has a risk management strategy in place and monitors and reviews risk on an
ongoing basis. The RFO has confirmed that this will be formally reviewed at the February
Governance and Audit Committee with Full Council sign off at the March 2021 meeting. I
will review the approved risk assessment at my year end audit.
The Council is in year one of a new 3 year deal with Zurich insurance. The insurer was
selected following a tender process run by Came and Co, a sector specialist insurance
broker. Money cover is set at £1million.
This is satisfactory, given the Council’s
documented approach to risk management in this area, which has been discussed in previous
audit reports.
Asset cover appeared consistent with the asset register. The RFO
confirmed the policy will be amended and cover increased once the new playground is
complete.
I understand that the Council is well advanced in planning for construction of a new
community centre. It is important that the Council fully understands VAT issues around
construction of the new building to ensure that
-

Reclaim of VAT on building costs is made in line with regulations
Correct VAT is levied for any income generating activities in the new building.

I have given the RFO details of a VAT advisor who specialises in the Town and Parish Council
sector.
The Council has a well-established process for backing up computer data, with backups held
at remote locations. The RFO has not been able to complete back up testing with the
Council’s ICT provider due to Covid related workload. A test of backup should be carried
out annually, although I accept that the move to home working experienced by the Council
over the past few months provides considerable assurance that back up and remote access
protocols are working effectively.
I am satisfied this control objective has been met.
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D. Budget, Precept & Reserves
Interim Audit
The Council is the process of preparing the budgets for 21-22. The RFO held meetings
with Service Managers in October. Subsequent meetings have been held with the leader of
each political group and the Chairs and Vice Chairs of each committee. Budget reports
are due to go to Committees in December, with final approval of budget and precept for
21-22 due at Full Council in January 2021. All precepting authority deadlines will therefore
be met.
I have confirmed that regular budget monitoring reports are issued to committees in line
with financial regulations. I was able to confirm that budget monitoring reports for quarter
2 2020-21 had been presented to committee. I reviewed the budget v actual report on
RBS as at mid November 2020. There were no significant overspends that were not
covered by funding from earmarked reserves.
I was pleased to note that the RFO provided updates to Committees and to Policy and
Finance Committee, setting out financial impact of the Covid 19 emergency on the
Council. I have reviewed the report presented to Policy and Finance Committee in
September. This shows that the £60K estimated reduction in income is more than offset
by cost reductions due to cancellation of events. I am therefore satisfied that there is no
need to redraft the 2020-21 Council budget.
I am content that this control objective has been met
E. Income
Interim Audit
I confirmed fees and charges for 20-21 had been properly approved at a meeting of the
Community Resources Committee in December 2019.
Income has been significantly reduced in 2020-21, due to the impact of COVID on room
hire and other ad hoc income. I will therefore carry out testing of income at my year end
audit.
F. Petty Cash
Final accounts visit
G. Payroll
Interim Audit
The Council processes payroll in house using Sage 50 payroll. The RFO inputs all payroll
changes and expense claims each month. The payroll is processed and a telepay document
is produced and faxed to the bank. Payments are made electronically to staff.
I tested the August 2020 payroll in detail. I was able to confirm the payroll posted to the
general ledger back to the telepay document that had been authorised by the Clerk and by
the RFO. I agreed pay for 5 officers back to payslips, rates of pay were checked back to
appropriate NJC scales. All payroll tested was paid in accordance with these payscales, and
I am therefore satisfied that the Council has satisfactory controls over payroll.
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H. Assets and Investments
Final accounts visit
I: Bank Reconciliations
Interim Audit
Reconciliations for all bank accounts are carried out regularly and in accordance with
regulations. This is clearly evidenced in the Council’s bank reconciliation file. The September
2020 bank reconciliation was tested in detail. I confirmed the following.
•

The face of the bank statements and the bank reconciliations had been signed off by
the reviewing councillor
•
All balances on the bank reconciliation were agreed back to bank statements /
cashbooks
•
Cashbook /bank statement differences were explained by schedules of unpresented
cheques / lodgments. Testing of these items to subsequent clearance through the
bank account confirmed these adjusting items to be genuine – I tested 5 large items
and confirmed they cleared the bank account in October 2020.
•
Bank reconciliations were reported to a meeting of the Policy and Finance
Committee, and this review was minuted.
I have no recommendations in this area.
J. Year-end accounts
Year end task
K. Trusteeship
No trusts.
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L: Exercise of Public Rights - Inspection of Accounts
Inspection periods for 2019-20 accounts were set as follows
Inspection - Key date
Accounts approved at
Full Council
Date Inspection Notice
Issued
and
how
published
Inspection period begins
Inspection period ends
Correct length

2019-20 Actual
25 June Full Council
1 July
2 July
12 August
Yes

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. I will be in touch in March
to arrange my second audit visit, which will concentrate on the year-end financial
statements, and transactions and reconciliations for the second half of the financial year. I
will invoice you on completion of the year end audit.

Yours sincerely

Mike Platten CPFA
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Points Forward – Action Plan - Interim Audit
Matter Arising
I understand that the
Council is well advanced in
planning for construction of
a new community centre.

Recommendation
It is important that the
Council fully understands
VAT
issues
around
construction of the new
building. I have given the RFO
details of a VAT advisor who
specialises in the Town and
Parish Council sector.

The RFO has not been
able to complete back up
testing with the Council’s
ICT provider due to Covid
related workload

A test of backup should be
carried out annually, although
I accept that the move to
home working experienced
by the Council over the past
few
months
provides
considerable assurance that
back up and remote access
protocols
are
working
effectively

Council Response
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Littlehampton Town Council
Non- Confidential
Committee: Governance and Audit
Date: 9th February 2021
Report by: Town Clerk
Subject: Annual Governance Review
1. Summary
1.1 This report sets out the outcome of the annual review of the Town Council’s
Standing Orders and Financial Regulations and an update of information about
issues relevant to its governance arrangements as set out in the Code of Conduct.

2. Recommendations
The Committee is Recommended to:
1) Note the outcome of the Annual Governance Review and that no
changes are required to the Town council’s Standing Orders, Financial
Regulations and Code of Conduct at this time.
2) Note the update on the Code of Conduct and invited to comment on
the LGA Model.

3. Background and update
3.1. Standing Orders
This document has recently been reviewed and the Town Clerk and the Deputy
Town Clerk and Responsible Financial Officer who believe no changes are required.
However, the recent decision by Full Council to refer two Notices of Motion to this
Committee may prompt the need for a review and any changes would be
recommended by this Committee to Full Council. This is covered by an earlier report
on this agenda.
3.2. Financial Regulations
This document underwent a thorough review last summer following the publication of
updated Model Regulations published by National Association of Local Councils
(NALC). The Town Councils document was revised utilising the new model to create
a more coherent document, incorporate procedures to support the introduction of
online banking and other minor changes to bring it into line with current practice.
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These were subsequently approved by Full Council in November 2020 and
implemented. In view of the recent review, the Town Clerk and the Deputy Town
Clerk and Responsible Financial Officer believe no changes are required. However,
as previously stated, the consideration of the two Notices of Motion referred by Full
Council to this Committee may prompt the need for a further review and any
changes would be recommended to Full Council.
3.3. Code of Conduct (including the Declarations of Interests and Dispensation
Scheme)
The Local Government Association (LGA) have developed a Model Code of Conduct
which has been circulated to local authorities (Appendix A). The District Council’s
Standards Committee were due to consider whether to adopt this Model, potentially
with some local changes, at their February meeting. If approved they would hope that
Town and Parish Councils would agree to adopting the same Code as this would
give consistency across the district. However, it is understood that a decision will be
deferred pending further clarification and the publication Guidance notes.
The Town Council has had its own Code of Conduct in place for some years which is
considered comprehensive and robust. Following the annual review by the Town
Clerk and the Deputy Town Clerk and Responsible Financial Officer it is considered
that no changes are required. Members are therefore recommended to note the
update and invited to comment on the LGA Model.
4. Financial Implications
There are none arising from this report.
Peter Herbert
Town Clerk
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Local Government Association
Model Councillor Code of Conduct 2020

Joint statement
The role of councillor across all tiers of local government is a vital part of our
country’s system of democracy. It is important that as councillors we can be held
accountable and all adopt the behaviours and responsibilities associated with the
role. Our conduct as an individual councillor affects the reputation of all councillors.
We want the role of councillor to be one that people aspire to. We also want
individuals from a range of backgrounds and circumstances to be putting themselves
forward to become councillors.
As councillors, we represent local residents, work to develop better services and
deliver local change. The public have high expectations of us and entrust us to
represent our local area; taking decisions fairly, openly, and transparently. We have
both an individual and collective responsibility to meet these expectations by
maintaining high standards and demonstrating good conduct, and by challenging
behaviour which falls below expectations.
Importantly, we should be able to undertake our role as a councillor without being
intimidated, abused, bullied or threatened by anyone, including the general public.
This Code has been designed to protect our democratic role, encourage good
conduct and safeguard the public’s trust in local government.
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Introduction
The Local Government Association (LGA) has developed this Model Councillor Code
of Conduct, in association with key partners and after extensive consultation with the
sector, as part of its work on supporting all tiers of local government to continue to
aspire to high standards of leadership and performance. It is a template for councils
to adopt in whole and/or with local amendments.
All councils are required to have a local Councillor Code of Conduct.
The LGA will undertake an annual review of this Code to ensure it continues to be fitfor-purpose, incorporating advances in technology, social media and changes in
legislation. The LGA can also offer support, training and mediation to councils and
councillors on the application of the Code and the National Association of Local
Councils (NALC) and the county associations of local councils can offer advice and
support to town and parish councils.

Definitions
For the purposes of this Code of Conduct, a “councillor” means a member or coopted member of a local authority or a directly elected mayor. A “co-opted member”
is defined in the Localism Act 2011 Section 27(4) as “a person who is not a member
of the authority but who
a) is a member of any committee or sub-committee of the authority, or;
b) is a member of, and represents the authority on, any joint committee or joint
sub-committee of the authority;
and who is entitled to vote on any question that falls to be decided at any meeting of
that committee or sub-committee”.
For the purposes of this Code of Conduct, “local authority” includes county councils,
district councils, London borough councils, parish councils, town councils, fire and
rescue authorities, police authorities, joint authorities, economic prosperity boards,
combined authorities and National Park authorities.

Purpose of the Code of Conduct
The purpose of this Code of Conduct is to assist you, as a councillor, in modelling
the behaviour that is expected of you, to provide a personal check and balance, and
to set out the type of conduct that could lead to action being taken against you. It is
also to protect you, the public, fellow councillors, local authority officers and the
reputation of local government. It sets out general principles of conduct expected of
all councillors and your specific obligations in relation to standards of conduct. The
LGA encourages the use of support, training and mediation prior to action being
taken using the Code. The fundamental aim of the Code is to create and maintain
public confidence in the role of councillor and local government.
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General principles of councillor conduct
Everyone in public office at all levels; all who serve the public or deliver public
services, including ministers, civil servants, councillors and local authority officers;
should uphold the Seven Principles of Public Life, also known as the Nolan
Principles.
Building on these principles, the following general principles have been developed
specifically for the role of councillor.
In accordance with the public trust placed in me, on all occasions:
•
•
•
•

I act with integrity and honesty
I act lawfully
I treat all persons fairly and with respect; and
I lead by example and act in a way that secures public confidence in the role
of councillor.

In undertaking my role:
•
•
•
•
•

I impartially exercise my responsibilities in the interests of the local community
I do not improperly seek to confer an advantage, or disadvantage, on any
person
I avoid conflicts of interest
I exercise reasonable care and diligence; and
I ensure that public resources are used prudently in accordance with my local
authority’s requirements and in the public interest.

Application of the Code of Conduct
This Code of Conduct applies to you as soon as you sign your declaration of
acceptance of the office of councillor or attend your first meeting as a co-opted
member and continues to apply to you until you cease to be a councillor.
This Code of Conduct applies to you when:
•

you are acting in your capacity as a councillor and/or as a representative of
your council

•

you are claiming to act as a councillor and/or as a representative of your
council

•

you are giving the impression that you are acting as a councillor and/or as a
representative of your council

•

you refer publicly to your role as a councillor or use knowledge you could only
obtain in your role as a councillor.

The Code applies to all forms of communication and interaction, including:
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•

at face-to-face meetings

•

at online or telephone meetings

•

in written communication

•

in verbal communication

•

in non-verbal communication

•

in electronic and social media communication, posts, statements and
comments.

You are also expected to uphold high standards of conduct and show leadership at
all times.
Your Monitoring Officer has statutory responsibility for the implementation of the
Code of Conduct, and you are encouraged to seek advice from your Monitoring
Officer on any matters that may relate to the Code of Conduct. Town and parish
councillors are encouraged to seek advice from their Clerk, who may refer matters to
the Monitoring Officer.

Standards of councillor conduct
This section sets out your obligations, which are the minimum standards of conduct
required of you as a councillor. Should your conduct fall short of these standards, a
complaint may be made against you, which may result in action being taken.
Guidance is included to help explain the reasons for the obligations and how they
should be followed.
General Conduct
1. Respect
As a councillor:
1.1 I treat other councillors and members of the public with respect.
1.2 I treat local authority employees, employees and representatives of
partner organisations and those volunteering for the local authority with
respect and respect the role they play.
Respect means politeness and courtesy in behaviour, speech, and in the written
word. Debate and having different views are all part of a healthy democracy. As a
councillor, you can express, challenge, criticise and disagree with views, ideas,
opinions and policies in a robust but civil manner. You should not, however, subject
individuals, groups of people or organisations to personal attack.
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In your contact with the public, you should treat them politely and courteously. Rude
and offensive behaviour lowers the public’s expectations and confidence in
councillors.
In return, you have a right to expect respectful behaviour from the public. If members
of the public are being abusive, intimidatory or threatening you are entitled to stop
any conversation or interaction in person or online and report them to the local
authority, the relevant social media provider or the police. This also applies to fellow
councillors, where action could then be taken under the Councillor Code of Conduct,
and local authority employees, where concerns should be raised in line with the local
authority’s councillor-officer protocol.
2. Bullying, harassment and discrimination
As a councillor:
2.1 I do not bully any person.
2.2 I do not harass any person.
2.3 I promote equalities and do not discriminate unlawfully against any
person.
The Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service (ACAS) characterises bullying as
offensive, intimidating, malicious or insulting behaviour, an abuse or misuse of power
through means that undermine, humiliate, denigrate or injure the recipient. Bullying
might be a regular pattern of behaviour or a one-off incident, happen face-to-face, on
social media, in emails or phone calls, happen in the workplace or at work social
events and may not always be obvious or noticed by others.
The Protection from Harassment Act 1997 defines harassment as conduct that
causes alarm or distress or puts people in fear of violence and must involve such
conduct on at least two occasions. It can include repeated attempts to impose
unwanted communications and contact upon a person in a manner that could be
expected to cause distress or fear in any reasonable person.
Unlawful discrimination is where someone is treated unfairly because of a protected
characteristic. Protected characteristics are specific aspects of a person's
identity defined by the Equality Act 2010. They are age, disability, gender
reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion
or belief, sex and sexual orientation.
The Equality Act 2010 places specific duties on local authorities. Councillors have a
central role to play in ensuring that equality issues are integral to the local authority's
performance and strategic aims, and that there is a strong vision and public
commitment to equality across public services.
3. Impartiality of officers of the council
As a councillor:
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3.1 I do not compromise, or attempt to compromise, the impartiality of
anyone who works for, or on behalf of, the local authority.
Officers work for the local authority as a whole and must be politically neutral (unless
they are political assistants). They should not be coerced or persuaded to act in a
way that would undermine their neutrality. You can question officers in order to
understand, for example, their reasons for proposing to act in a particular way, or the
content of a report that they have written. However, you must not try and force them
to act differently, change their advice, or alter the content of that report, if doing so
would prejudice their professional integrity.
4. Confidentiality and access to information
As a councillor:
4.1 I do not disclose information:
a. given to me in confidence by anyone
b. acquired by me which I believe, or ought reasonably to be
aware, is of a confidential nature, unless
i. I have received the consent of a person authorised to give
it;
ii. I am required by law to do so;
iii. the disclosure is made to a third party for the purpose of
obtaining professional legal advice provided that the third
party agrees not to disclose the information to any other
person; or
iv. the disclosure is:
1. reasonable and in the public interest; and
2. made in good faith and in compliance with the
reasonable requirements of the local authority; and
3. I have consulted the Monitoring Officer prior to its
release.
4.2 I do not improperly use knowledge gained solely as a result of my role
as a councillor for the advancement of myself, my friends, my family
members, my employer or my business interests.
4.3 I do not prevent anyone from getting information that they are entitled
to by law.
Local authorities must work openly and transparently, and their proceedings and
printed materials are open to the public, except in certain legally defined
circumstances. You should work on this basis, but there will be times when it is
required by law that discussions, documents and other information relating to or held
by the local authority must be treated in a confidential manner. Examples include
personal data relating to individuals or information relating to ongoing negotiations.
5. Disrepute
As a councillor:
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5.1 I do not bring my role or local authority into disrepute.
As a councillor, you are trusted to make decisions on behalf of your community and
your actions and behaviour are subject to greater scrutiny than that of ordinary
members of the public. You should be aware that your actions might have an
adverse impact on you, other councillors and/or your local authority and may lower
the public’s confidence in your or your local authority’s ability to discharge your/it’s
functions. For example, behaviour that is considered dishonest and/or deceitful can
bring your local authority into disrepute.
You are able to hold the local authority and fellow councillors to account and are able
to constructively challenge and express concern about decisions and processes
undertaken by the council whilst continuing to adhere to other aspects of this Code of
Conduct.
6. Use of position
As a councillor:
6.1 I do not use, or attempt to use, my position improperly to the advantage
or disadvantage of myself or anyone else.
Your position as a member of the local authority provides you with certain
opportunities, responsibilities and privileges, and you make choices all the time that
will impact others. However, you should not take advantage of these opportunities to
further your own or others’ private interests or to disadvantage anyone unfairly.
7. Use of local authority resources and facilities
As a councillor:
7.1 I do not misuse council resources.
7.2 I will, when using the resources of the local or authorising their use by
others:
a.
act in accordance with the local authority's requirements; and
b.
ensure that such resources are not used for political purposes
unless that use could reasonably be regarded as likely to
facilitate, or be conducive to, the discharge of the functions of the
local authority or of the office to which I have been elected or
appointed.
You may be provided with resources and facilities by the local authority to assist you
in carrying out your duties as a councillor.
Examples include:
•
•
•
•
•

office support
stationery
equipment such as phones, and computers
transport
access and use of local authority buildings and rooms.
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These are given to you to help you carry out your role as a councillor more
effectively and are not to be used for business or personal gain. They should be
used in accordance with the purpose for which they have been provided and the
local authority’s own policies regarding their use.
8. Complying with the Code of Conduct
As a councillor:
8.1 I undertake Code of Conduct training provided by my local authority.
8.2 I cooperate with any Code of Conduct investigation and/or
determination.
8.3 I do not intimidate or attempt to intimidate any person who is likely to
be involved with the administration of any investigation or proceedings.
8.4 I comply with any sanction imposed on me following a finding that I
have breached the Code of Conduct.
It is extremely important for you as a councillor to demonstrate high standards, for
you to have your actions open to scrutiny and for you not to undermine public trust in
the local authority or its governance. If you do not understand or are concerned
about the local authority’s processes in handling a complaint you should raise this
with your Monitoring Officer.
Protecting your reputation and the reputation of the local authority
9. Interests
As a councillor:
9.1 I register and declare my interests.
You need to register your interests so that the public, local authority employees and
fellow councillors know which of your interests might give rise to a conflict of interest.
The register is a public document that can be consulted when (or before) an issue
arises. The register also protects you by allowing you to demonstrate openness and
a willingness to be held accountable. You are personally responsible for deciding
whether or not you should declare an interest in a meeting, but it can be helpful for
you to know early on if others think that a potential conflict might arise. It is also
important that the public know about any interest that might have to be declared by
you or other councillors when making or taking part in decisions, so that decision
making is seen by the public as open and honest. This helps to ensure that public
confidence in the integrity of local governance is maintained.
You should note that failure to register or declare a disclosable pecuniary (i.e.
financial) interest is a criminal offence under the Localism Act 2011.
Appendix B sets out the detailed provisions on registering and declaring interests. If
in doubt, you should always seek advice from your Monitoring Officer.
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10. Gifts and hospitality
As a councillor:
10.1
I do not accept gifts or hospitality, irrespective of estimated value,
which could give rise to real or substantive personal gain or a
reasonable suspicion of influence on my part to show favour from
persons seeking to acquire, develop or do business with the local
authority or from persons who may apply to the local authority for any
permission, licence or other significant advantage.
10.2
I register with the Monitoring Officer any gift or hospitality with an
estimated value of at least £50 within 28 days of its receipt.
10.3
I register with the Monitoring Officer any significant gift or
hospitality that I have been offered but have refused to accept.
In order to protect your position and the reputation of the local authority, you should
exercise caution in accepting any gifts or hospitality which are (or which you
reasonably believe to be) offered to you because you are a councillor. The
presumption should always be not to accept significant gifts or hospitality. However,
there may be times when such a refusal may be difficult if it is seen as rudeness in
which case you could accept it but must ensure it is publicly registered. However,
you do not need to register gifts and hospitality which are not related to your role as
a councillor, such as Christmas gifts from your friends and family. It is also important
to note that it is appropriate to accept normal expenses and hospitality associated
with your duties as a councillor. If you are unsure, do contact your Monitoring Officer
for guidance.
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Appendices
Appendix A – The Seven Principles of Public Life
The principles are:
Selflessness
Holders of public office should act solely in terms of the public interest.
Integrity
Holders of public office must avoid placing themselves under any obligation to
people or organisations that might try inappropriately to influence them in their work.
They should not act or take decisions in order to gain financial or other material
benefits for themselves, their family, or their friends. They must declare and resolve
any interests and relationships.
Objectivity
Holders of public office must act and take decisions impartially, fairly and on merit,
using the best evidence and without discrimination or bias.
Accountability
Holders of public office are accountable to the public for their decisions and actions
and must submit themselves to the scrutiny necessary to ensure this.
Openness
Holders of public office should act and take decisions in an open and transparent
manner. Information should not be withheld from the public unless there are clear
and lawful reasons for so doing.
Honesty
Holders of public office should be truthful.
Leadership
Holders of public office should exhibit these principles in their own behaviour. They
should actively promote and robustly support the principles and be willing to
challenge poor behaviour wherever it occurs.
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Appendix B
Registering interests
1. Within 28 days of this Code of Conduct being adopted by the local authority or
your election or appointment to office (where that is later) you must register
with the Monitoring Officer the interests which fall within the categories set out
in Table 1 (Disclosable Pecuniary Interests) and Table 2 (Other Registerable
Interests). Disclosable Pecuniary Interests means issues relating to money
and finances.
2. You must ensure that your register of interests is kept up-to-date and within
28 days of becoming aware of any new interest, or of any change to a
registered interest, notify the Monitoring Officer.
3. A ‘sensitive interest’ is as an interest which, if disclosed, could lead to the
councillor/member or co-opted member, or a person connected with the
member or co-opted member, being subject to violence or intimidation.
4. Where you have a ‘sensitive interest’ you must notify the Monitoring Officer
with the reasons why you believe it is a sensitive interest. If the Monitoring
Officer agrees they will withhold the interest from the public register.
Declaring interests
5. Where a matter arises at a meeting which directly relates one of your
Disclosable Pecuniary Interests, you must declare the interest, not participate
in any discussion or vote on the matter and must not remain in the room
unless you have been granted a dispensation. If it is a ‘sensitive interest’, you
do not have to declare the nature of the interest, just that you have an
interest.
6. Where a matter arises at a meeting which directly relates to one of your Other
Registerable Interests, you must declare the interest. You may speak on the
matter only if members of the public are also allowed to speak at the meeting
but otherwise must not take part in any discussion or vote on the matter and
must not remain in the room unless you have been granted a dispensation. If
it is a ‘sensitive interest’, again you do not have to declare the nature of the
interest.
7. Where a matter arises at a meeting which directly relates to your financial
interest or well-being (and is not a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest) or a
financial interest or well-being of a relative or close associate, you must
declare the interest. You may speak on the matter only if members of the
public are also allowed to speak at the meeting but otherwise must not take
part in any discussion or vote on the matter and must not remain in the room
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unless you have been granted a dispensation. If it is a ‘sensitive interest’, you
do not have to declare the nature of the interest.
8. Where a matter arises at a meeting which affects –
a. your own financial interest or well-being;
b. a financial interest or well-being of a friend, relative, close associate; or
c. a body included in those you need to declare under Disclosable
Pecuniary Interests
you must disclose the interest.
9. Where the matter affects the financial interest or well-being:
a. to a greater extent than it affects the financial interests of the majority
of inhabitants of the ward affected by the decision and;
b. a reasonable member of the public knowing all the facts would believe
that it would affect your view of the wider public interest
you must declare the interest. You may speak on the matter only if members
of the public are also allowed to speak at the meeting but otherwise must not
take part in any discussion or vote on the matter and must not remain in the
room unless you have been granted a dispensation. If it is a ‘sensitive
interest’, you do not have to declare the nature of the interest.

Table 1: Disclosable Pecuniary Interests
This table sets out the explanation of Disclosable Pecuniary Interests as set out in
the Relevant Authorities (Disclosable Pecuniary Interests) Regulations 2012.
Subject
Employment, office, trade,
profession or vocation

Sponsorship

Contracts

Description
Any employment, office, trade,
profession or vocation carried on for
profit or gain.
[Any unpaid directorship.]
Any payment or provision of any other
financial benefit (other than from the
council) made to the councillor during
the previous 12-month period for
expenses incurred by him/her in
carrying out his/her duties as a
councillor, or towards his/her election
expenses.
This includes any payment or financial
benefit from a trade union within the
meaning of the Trade Union and Labour
Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992.
Any contract made between the
councillor or his/her spouse or civil
partner or the person with whom the
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Land and Property

Licences

Corporate tenancies

Securities

councillor is living as if they were
spouses/civil partners (or a firm in which
such person is a partner, or an
incorporated body of which such person
is a director* or a body that such person
has a beneficial interest in the securities
of*) and the council —
(a) under which goods or services are to
be provided or works are to be
executed; and
(b) which has not been fully discharged.
Any beneficial interest in land which is
within the area of the council.
‘Land’ excludes an easement, servitude,
interest or right in or over land which
does not give the councillor or his/her
spouse or civil partner or the person
with whom the councillor is living as if
they were spouses/ civil partners (alone
or jointly with another) a right to occupy
or to receive income.
Any licence (alone or jointly with others)
to occupy land in the area of the council
for a month or longer
Any tenancy where (to the councillor’s
knowledge)—
(a) the landlord is the council; and
(b) the tenant is a body that the
councillor, or his/her spouse or civil
partner or the person with whom the
councillor is living as if they were
spouses/ civil partners is a partner of or
a director* of or has a beneficial interest
in the securities* of.
Any beneficial interest in securities* of a
body where—
(a) that body (to the councillor’s
knowledge) has a place of business or
land in the area of the council; and
(b) either—
(i) the total nominal value of the
securities* exceeds £25,000 or one
hundredth of the total issued share
capital of that body; or
(ii) if the share capital of that body is of
more than one class, the total nominal
value of the shares of any one class in
which the councillor, or his/ her spouse
or civil partner or the person with whom
the councillor is living as if they were
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spouses/civil partners has a beneficial
interest exceeds one hundredth of the
total issued share capital of that class.
* ‘director’ includes a member of the committee of management of an industrial and
provident society.
* ‘securities’ means shares, debentures, debenture stock, loan stock, bonds, units of
a collective investment scheme within the meaning of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 and other securities of any description, other than money
deposited with a building society.
Table 2: Other Registerable Interests
Any Body of which you are a member or in a position of general control or
management and to which you are appointed or nominated by the council;
Any Body (a) exercising functions of a public
nature;
(b) directed to charitable purposes; or
(c) one of whose principal purposes
includes the influence of public opinion
or policy (including any political party or
trade union)
of which you are a member or in a position of general control or management.
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Appendix C – the Committee on Standards in Public Life
The LGA has undertaken this review whilst the Government continues to consider
the recommendations made by the Committee on Standards in Public Life in their
report on Local Government Ethical Standards. If the Government chooses to
implement any of the recommendations, this could require a change to this Code.
The recommendations cover:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recommendations for changes to the Localism Act 2011 to clarify in law when
the Code of Conduct applies
The introduction of sanctions
An appeals process through the Local Government Ombudsman
Changes to the Relevant Authorities (Disclosable Pecuniary Interests)
Regulations 2012
Updates to the Local Government Transparency Code
Changes to the role and responsibilities of the Independent Person
That the criminal offences in the Localism Act 2011 relating to Disclosable
Pecuniary Interests should be abolished

The Local Government Ethical Standards report also includes Best Practice
recommendations. These are:
Best practice 1: Local authorities should include prohibitions on bullying and
harassment in codes of conduct. These should include a definition of bullying and
harassment, supplemented with a list of examples of the sort of behaviour covered
by such a definition.
Best practice 2: Councils should include provisions in their code of conduct requiring
councillors to comply with any formal standards investigation and prohibiting trivial or
malicious allegations by councillors.
Best practice 3: Principal authorities should review their code of conduct each year
and regularly seek, where possible, the views of the public, community organisations
and neighbouring authorities.
Best practice 4: An authority’s code should be readily accessible to both councillors
and the public, in a prominent position on a council’s website and available in council
premises.
Best practice 5: Local authorities should update their gifts and hospitality register at
least once per quarter, and publish it in an accessible format, such as CSV.
Best practice 6: Councils should publish a clear and straightforward public interest
test against which allegations are filtered.
Best practice 7: Local authorities should have access to at least two Independent
Persons.
Best practice 8: An Independent Person should be consulted as to whether to
undertake a formal investigation on an allegation, and should be given the option to
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review and comment on allegations which the responsible officer is minded to
dismiss as being without merit, vexatious, or trivial.
Best practice 9: Where a local authority makes a decision on an allegation of
misconduct following a formal investigation, a decision notice should be published as
soon as possible on its website, including a brief statement of facts, the provisions of
the code engaged by the allegations, the view of the Independent Person, the
reasoning of the decision-maker, and any sanction applied.
Best practice 10: A local authority should have straightforward and accessible
guidance on its website on how to make a complaint under the code of conduct, the
process for handling complaints, and estimated timescales for investigations and
outcomes.
Best practice 11: Formal standards complaints about the conduct of a parish
councillor towards a clerk should be made by the chair or by the parish council as a
whole, rather than the clerk in all but exceptional circumstances.
Best practice 12: Monitoring Officers’ roles should include providing advice, support
and management of investigations and adjudications on alleged breaches to parish
councils within the remit of the principal authority. They should be provided with
adequate training, corporate support and resources to undertake this work.
Best practice 13: A local authority should have procedures in place to address any
conflicts of interest when undertaking a standards investigation. Possible steps
should include asking the Monitoring Officer from a different authority to undertake
the investigation.
Best practice 14: Councils should report on separate bodies they have set up or
which they own as part of their annual governance statement and give a full picture
of their relationship with those bodies. Separate bodies created by local authorities
should abide by the Nolan principle of openness and publish their board agendas
and minutes and annual reports in an accessible place.
Best practice 15: Senior officers should meet regularly with political group leaders or
group whips to discuss standards issues.

The LGA has committed to reviewing the Code on an annual basis to ensure it is still
fit for purpose.
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Littlehampton Town Council
Non- Confidential
Committee: Governance and Audit
Date: 9th February 2021
Report by: Town Clerk
Subject: Anti-Bribery, Fraud and Corruption Policy Review
1. Summary
1.1

For the Committee’s consideration and endorsement, attached as Appendix 1
to this report, is a revised Anti-Bribery, Fraud and Corruption Policy following
a review of the Council’s Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy, Anti-Fraud and
Corruption Policy and Anti-Fraud Procedures.
2. Recommendations

2.1

The Committee is Recommended to:
1. Review and comment upon the revised Anti-Bribery, Fraud and Corruption
Policy and Procedure: then recommend its proposals to Full Council.
3. Background

3.1

The Town Council has in place an Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy, an AntiFraud and Corruption Policy and Anti-Fraud Procedures. As part of the
Council’s review cycle of its policies these were all due for review in 2021.

3.2

The two policies and the procedure have been amalgamated into one Policy
and Procedure which is included at Appendix 1 to this report. Many elements
of both policies were repeated in each policy and amalgamating all three gives
ease of reference for all concerned.

3.3

In conducting the review of each policy and procedure the relevant legislation,
regulatory requirements and applicable guidance has been referred to, as well
as similar policies from other organisations.

3.4

Due to the amalgamation and update the changes cannot easily be
highlighted but a summary of key changes is detailed below. The Council’s
existing Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy, Anti-Fraud and Corruption Policy
and Anti-Fraud and Corruption Procedures can all be found on the Town
Council’s website in the “Policies and Strategic Documents” section.
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Paragraph in
revised Policy
2.1 (Policy
Statement)

Section 5 Legal
Duties
Section 6
Organisational
Responsibilities

9.4 (Reporting
Procedures)
Appendix 1
Declaration

3.5

Explanatory Note
References the Seven Principles of Public Life which are
ethical standards for those working in the public sector
and therefore intrinsically linked to the Anti-Bribery, Fraud
and Corruption Policy.
This section has been added to summarise the relevant
legislation underpinning the policy.
The Council’s existing procedures have been framed
within the six principles within the Government Guidance
to the Bribery Act 2010, enabling the Council to clearly
demonstrate its intent to prevent bribery, fraud and
corruption.
Clarity has been given as to who to report to for both
employees and Members.
This has been added so that a record can be maintained
of both employees and Members receiving and agreeing
to adhere to the policy, as is done with several other key
policies.

In undertaking this policy review it has highlighted the need for Committee
responsibility for the Anti-Bribery, Fraud and Corruption Policy and the
Whistleblowing Policy to be amended to be both Governance and Audit and
Property and Personnel (rather than just Governance and Audit) due to the
personnel element of both policies. Whilst the Town Clerk will implement
these policies for staff, any matters relating to the procedure for employees
will be progressed through Property and Personnel in accordance with the
Scheme of Delegation to Committees. The Anti-Bribery, Fraud and Corruption
Policy will also go to the Property and Personnel Committee for review,
comment, and recommendation to Full Council. The review has also
highlighted the need for the Gifts and Hospitality Policy to be the responsibility
of both the Governance and Audit and Property and Personnel Committee
and not the responsibility of Policy and Finance Committee as it currently is.

Peter Herbert
Town Clerk
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Anti-Bribery, Fraud and Corruption Policy
Date: 9th February 2021
Document number: X (admin to enter sequential number)
Edition Number: 1
Replaces: Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy and Anti-Fraud and Corruption Policy
and Anti-Fraud Procedures
Policy Maker: Laura Chrysostomou, Deputy Town Clerk
Responsibility: Governance and Audit and Property and Personnel
Resolution Number: XX (democratic services to provide)
Review Cycle: Every 3 years or when there are changes in legislation or good
practice guidance.
This information pack contains:
Anti-Bribery, Fraud and Corruption Policy and Procedures
Policy Number X – Introduction, Policy Statement, Scope of the Policy, Definitions,
Legal Duties, Organisational Responsibilities, Roles and Responsibilities,
Sanctions for breach
Procedure Number X.1 – Reporting Procedures
Appendix Number X.1 - Declaration
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1. Introduction
1.1

Littlehampton Town Council has a responsibility for the provision of effective
and efficient services to customers and stakeholders in a manner that seeks
to ensure the best possible outcome of the public purse in its delivery
arrangements.

1.2

The Council is committed to operating an effective anti-bribery, fraud and
corruption policy that complies with applicable legislation, including the
Bribery Act 2010, the Fraud Act 2006, and with other regulatory requirements
and applicable guidance. This includes the best practice principles outlined in
CIPFA’s ‘Code of Practice on Managing the Risk of Fraud and Corruption’ and
the ALARM Standard ‘Managing the Risk of Fraud’.

1.3

The Council recognises that failure to implement effective anti-bribery, fraud
and corruption measures can undermine the standards of public service that
the Council is striving to achieve, reduce the level of resources and services
available for the residents of Littlehampton and result in catastrophic
consequences which reduce public confidence in the Council.
2. Policy Statement

2.1

Littlehampton Town Council is committed to promoting a culture of openness
and honesty consistent with the Seven Principles of Public Life identified by
the Committee on Standards in Public Life and expects all those who work for
and with the Council to adopt the highest standards of propriety and
accountability.

2.2

The Council expects high standards of conduct and probity from Members
and employees and always requires them to act honestly, with integrity and to
safeguard the public resources for which they are responsible.

2.3

The Council has a zero-tolerance approach to all forms of bribery, fraud, and
corruption. The Council will actively seek to deter and prevent bribery, fraud,
and corruption and ensure that the associated risks are identified and
managed effectively. Where bribery, fraud or corruption is suspected or
detected it will be investigated and if proven dealt with in a consistent and
proportionate manner. Appropriate sanction and redress will be vigorously
pursued against anyone perpetrating or seeking to perpetrate bribery, fraud,
or corruption against the Council.

2.4

The Council is committed to ensuring the wide circulation of this policy in
order that all relevant parties understand the very high standards which the
Council is determined to observe in all its business.

2.5

The Council has a range of interrelated policies and procedures that provide
an effective deterrent to bribery, fraud, and corruption and the means for
reporting or detecting such activity. It is important that all employees and
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Members know about them and comply with them. They should be read in
conjunction with this policy. They include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.6

Financial Regulations and Procurement Policy
Standing Orders
Hospitality and Gifts Policy
Whistleblowing Policy
Internal Control Systems
Effective internal and external audit

Members should also ensure they remain familiar and comply with the
Council’s Code of Members Conduct, which they agree to abide by upon
election.
3. Scope of the Policy

3.1

The policy covers any bribery, fraud or corrupt activity committed against the
Town Council by Members, employees (permanent and temporary),
volunteers, contractors, suppliers, partners, and other external organisations.

3.2

The Council requires all those receiving funds or representing the Council,
including its suppliers, grant recipients, partners, contractors, and agents, to
act in accordance with this policy and have the same high standards of probity
as the Council. The Council expects all its partners, in both the private and
public sector, to establish sound and transparent governance arrangements.

3.3

This policy also aims to help partners, contractors, suppliers, voluntary
organisations, and members of the public to understand how and when to
contact the Council with their concerns.
4. Definitions

4.1

Bribery is generally defined as the giving or receiving of a financial or other
advantage in connection with the “improper performance” of a position of trust,
or a function that is expected to be performed impartially or in good faith.

4.2

Fraud is an act of deception or dishonesty that is intended to make a financial
gain or to cause loss to another party.

4.3

Corruption is the misuse of entrusted power for personal gain. This would
include dishonest or fraudulent behaviour. It would include offering, giving,
and receiving bribes.
5. Legal Duties

5.1

The Bribery Act 2010 came into force on 1 July 2011. The Act makes it a
criminal offence to give, promise or offer a bribe and to request, agree to
receive or accept a bribe either at home or abroad.
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5.1.1 The Bribery Act directs that all organisations should demonstrate that they
have adequate procedures in place to:
• Prevent bribery and
• Ensure that all employees, or anyone else doing business with the
organisation, are aware of the procedures and adhere to its principles.
5.1.2 The Bribery Act defines bribery as “an inducement or reward offered,
promised or provided to gain personal, commercial, regulatory or contractual
leverage.”
5.1.3 There are four key offences under the Act:
• To offer, promise or give a bribe (Section 1)
• To request, agree to receive, or accept a bribe (Section 2)
• Bribing a foreign public official (Section 6)
• A corporate offence of failure by an organisation to prevent bribery that
is intended to obtain or retain business, or an advantage in the conduct
of business, for the organisation (Section 7).
An individual guilty of an offence under sections 1, 2 or 6 is liable:
• On conviction in a magistrate’s court, to imprisonment for a maximum
term of 12 months, or to a fine not exceeding £5,000, or to both.
• On conviction in a crown court, to imprisonment for a maximum of ten
years, or to an unlimited fine, or both
Organisations are liable for these fines and if guilty of an offence under
Section 7 are liable to an unlimited fine.
5.1.4 The Council must also ensure that the commercial organisations they do
business with also comply with Section 7 of the Bribery Act.
5.1.5 An organisation will have a defence to this corporate offence of failure to
prevent bribery if it can show it had in place “adequate procedures” designed
to prevent bribery by or of persons associated with the organisation.
5.1.6 The Government considers procedures put in place by organisations wishing
to prevent bribery should be informed by six principles and should be
proportionate to risk.
5.2

The Fraud Act 2006 came into force on 15 January 2007, creating a new
general offence of fraud.

5.2.1 The Fraud Act provides a formal definition of fraud which, for the purposes of
this policy, can be summarised as obtaining money, property or services
dishonestly by making a false representation, abusing a position of trust or
failing to disclose information.
5.2.2 The Fraud Act identifies three ways of committing fraud:
• Fraud by false representation
• Fraud by abuse of position
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• Fraud by failing to disclose information.
It is important to note that the Fraud Act determines that fraud shall be seen to
have been committed where there is a dishonest intention to make a gain,
cause loss or a risk of loss to another. There is no requirement to actually
gain or cause a loss, as long as the intention to do so can be established.
6. Organisational Responsibilities
6.1

The Town Council’s organisational responsibilities are informed by the six
principles within the Government Guidance to the Bribery Act 2010
(https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/bribery-act-2010-guidance):
1. Proportionate procedures – the Council’s procedures to prevent
bribery, fraud and corruption are considered proportionate to the risks it
faces. The anti-bribery, fraud and corruption policy and procedures are
clear, practical, accessible, effectively implemented and enforced and
are regularly reviewed and considered against relevant guidance. The
Council will maintain a rigorous and effective framework for dealing
with any suspected instances of bribery, fraud, or corruption. And will
ensure that appropriate disciplinary and legal action is taken in all
cases.
2. Top level commitment – the Council seeks to encourage a culture of
prevention and deterrence, encouraging everyone to be vigilant and
report any genuine suspicions of bribery, fraud, and corruption.
Members and Senior Managers are committed to preventing bribery,
fraud and corruption and foster a culture within the organisation in
which such activity is never acceptable.
3. Risk assessment – the Council has in place a robust approach to
assessing risks. The Council will identify and include bribery, fraud, and
corruption risks within its risk management framework. The Council will
develop and maintain cost effective controls to reduce the risk of
bribery, fraud, and corruption.
4. Due diligence – the Council applies due diligence procedures in
respect of persons who perform or will perform services for or on behalf
of the organisation, to mitigate identified risks of bribery, fraud and
corruption. The Council will work with its partners to strengthen and
continuously improve its arrangements to counter bribery, fraud, and
corruption. The Council’s zero tolerance approach to bribery, fraud and
corruption will be communicated to all business partners at the outset
of the business relationship with them and as appropriate thereafter.
5. Communication including training –the Council seeks to ensure that its
anti-bribery, fraud and corruption policy and procedure are embedded
and understood throughout the organisation and is available on the
Council’s website. The Council will ensure that responsibilities are
clearly defined and communicated at all levels. The Council will provide
training to all Members and employees to help them understand their
duties and responsibilities under this policy.
6. Monitoring and review – the Council regularly monitors and reviews its
policy and procedures designed to prevent bribery, fraud and
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corruption. Responsibility for the implementation and review of this
policy lies primarily with the Governance and Audit Committee as well
as the Property and Personnel Committee.
7. Roles and Responsibilities
7.1

All Members, employees and associated persons are required to:
• Read, understand, and comply with the anti-bribery, fraud, and
corruption policy and the controls that are in place.
• Comply with any anti-bribery, fraud and corruption legislation that
applies in any jurisdiction in any part of the world in which they might be
expected to conduct business.
• Act honestly, responsibly and with integrity.
• Safeguard and uphold the Council’s core values by operating in an
ethical, professional, and lawful manner at all times.
• Make every effort to ensure that policies and controls are complied with
by others.
• Seek advice from their line manager, the Town Clerk, or the
Responsible Financial Officer if unsure about any policy or control
procedure.

7.2

It is unacceptable for any Member, employee, contractor, or agent when
engaged in any activity for or on behalf of the Council to:
• Give, promise to give, or offer a payment, gift or hospitality with the
expectation or hope that a business advantage will be received, or to
reward a business advantage already given.
• Give, promise to give, or offer a payment, gift or hospitality to a
government official, agent or representative to “facilitate” or expedite a
routine procedure.
• Accept payment from a third party that you know, or suspect is offered
with the expectation that it will obtain a business advantage for them.
• Accept a gift or hospitality from a third party if you know or suspect that
it is offered or provided with an expectation that a business advantage
will be provided by the Council in return.
• Retaliate against or threaten a person who has refused to commit a
bribery offence or who has raised concerns under this policy or the
whistleblowing policy.
• Make any payment or gift to a public official or other person to secure
or accelerate the prompt or proper performance of a routine
government procedure or process, otherwise known as a “facilitation
payment”.
• Engage in activity in breach of this policy.

7.3

All accounts, receipts, invoices and other documents and records relating to
dealings with third parties must be prepared and maintained with strict
accuracy and completeness. No accounts must be kept “off the record” to
facilitate or conceal improper payments.
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7.4

The Town Clerk has lead responsibility for ensuring compliance with this
policy and will review its contents on a regular basis. The Clerk will be
responsible for monitoring its effectiveness and will provide regular reports in
this regard to the Members of the Council who have overall responsibility for
ensuring this policy complies with the Council’s legal and ethical obligations.

7.5

If in doubt as to what might amount to bribery, fraud, or corruption or what
might constitute a breach of this policy, refer the matter to your line manager
or to the Town Clerk.
8. Sanctions for breach

8.1

A breach of any of the provisions of this policy by an employee (in addition to
any legal remedies, for example the police), will constitute a disciplinary
offence and will be dealt with in accordance with the Council’s disciplinary
procedure. Depending on the gravity of the offence, it may be treated as gross
misconduct and could render the employee liable to summary dismissal.

8.2

As far as associated persons are concerned, a breach of this policy could lead
to the suspension or termination of any relevant contract, sub-contract, or
other agreement.

8.3

For Members, a breach will be reported to the relevant Standards Body.
9. Reporting Procedures

9.1

The Council encourages all Members, employees, and associated persons to
be vigilant and to report any unlawful conduct, suspicions or concerns
promptly and without undue delay so that investigation may proceed, and any
action can be taken expeditiously.

9.2

You must immediately disclose to the Council any knowledge or suspicion you
may have that you, or any other Member, employee, or associated person,
has plans to offer, promise or give a bribe or to request, agree to receive or
accept a bribe in connection with the business of the Council. For the
avoidance of doubt this includes reporting your own wrongdoing.

9.3

If you receive, or uncover, evidence of the possibility of fraud or corruption,
you must promptly and confidentially report the matter immediately. The
consequence of a failure to report allegations of fraud and corruption promptly
can be serious and may affect the chances of a successful investigation. Also,
those who are minded to perpetuate fraud and corruption will feel less likely to
be apprehended if they become aware of a reluctance to act when such
abuses are uncovered.

9.3

If a control weakness is identified, whether the weakness is actual or
perceived, the weakness should be reported, and the potential consequences,
without undue delay to the Town Clerk or Responsible Financial Officer. This
is particularly important if the control weakness might enhance the potential
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for fraud. A reluctance to report potential control weaknesses undermines the
Council’s entire corporate governance and control framework.
9.4

In the event that you wish to report an instance of suspected bribery, fraud or
corruption, you should follow the steps set out in the Council’s Whistleblowing
Policy.
Employees and volunteers should report to their line manager or the Town
Clerk. If it relates to the Town Clerk, then it should be reported to the Mayor
and Responsible Financial Officer.
Members should report to the Town Clerk and Mayor, unless it relates to the
Mayor, in which case report to the Town Clerk and Deputy Mayor.

9.5

Concerns should be reported confidentially. Confidentiality is important not
only to protect the innocent but also to ensure that an opportunity is not
offered to cover up or to destroy potential evidence.

9.6

Confidentiality will be maintained during the investigation to the extent that this
is practical and appropriate in the circumstances. The Council is committed to
taking appropriate action against bribery, fraud, and corruption. This could
include either reporting the matter to an appropriate external government
department, regulatory agency, or the police and/or taking internal disciplinary
action against employees and/or terminating contracts with associated
persons.

9.7

The Council will support anyone who raises genuine concerns in good faith
under this policy, even if they turn out to be mistaken. It is also committed to
ensuring nobody suffers any detrimental treatment because of refusing to take
part in bribery, fraud, or corruption, or because of reporting in good faith their
suspicion that an actual or potential bribery, fraud or corruption offence has
taken place or may take place in the future.

9.9

Staff should not attempt to investigate such matters themselves unless they
have received specific training and have the authority within the Council to
conduct such investigations. It is essential that investigations are dealt with
only by trained staff, to ensure that nothing is done that may hamper any
subsequent criminal or civil proceedings.
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Appendix 1

Littlehampton Town Council
Anti-Bribery, Fraud and Corruption Policy
Declaration Form
Employee Declaration:
I have been provided with and read the Town Council’s Anti-Bribery, Fraud
and Corruption Policy and agree to adhere to this policy. I understand that by
accepting these conditions that any intentional transgression or misuse may
result in the Council instigating its disciplinary procedure or seeking criminal
prosecution.
Name: ___________________________
(print)
Signed: __________________________

Date: ___________

Member Declaration:
I have been provided with and read the Town Council’s Anti-Bribery, Fraud
and Corruption Policy and agree to adhere to this policy. I understand that my
obligation to adhere to this policy is set out in the Town Council’s Code of
Members Conduct which I agreed to abide by upon election (Local
Government Act 2000, Section 52 (1(a)). I understand that any intentional
transgression or misuse may result in the Council reporting the matter to the
relevant Standards Body or seeking criminal prosecution.
Name: ___________________________
(print)
Signed: __________________________

Date: ___________
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Littlehampton Town Council
Non- Confidential
Committee: Governance and Audit
Date: 9th February 2021
Report by: Town Clerk
Subject: Annual Review of Internal Controls
1. Summary
1.1

Attached, as Appendix 1, is a list of the Town Council’s Internal Controls for
the Committee’s consideration and approval. Changes are highlighted in red
text.
2. Recommendations

2.1

The Committee is Recommended to:
1. Review, comment upon and approve the Council’s Internal Control system.
2. Recommend to Council that statements 2, 5, 6 and 7 of the Annual
Governance Statement have been complied with (3.3).
3. Background

3.1

Local Council’s are responsible for putting in place proper arrangements for
the governance of their affairs and the stewardship of their resources. Part of
good governance is the annual review of the Town Council’s Internal Controls
including measures designed to prevent and detect fraud and corruption.

3.2

Part of this processes performed by the Internal Auditor who performs tests to
check the effectiveness of the Internal Controls.

3.3

Councils are expected to make several representations and assertions in
eight statements of assurance, which together comprise the Annual
Governance Statement, about the accountability of the Council. The following
statements appertain to this report. This Committees review of the Internal
Controls gives Council the assurance required to approve the Annual
Governance Statement in June.
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Statement

Explanatory Note

2 “We maintained an adequate
system of Internal Control, including
measures designed to prevent and
detect fraud and corruption and
reviewed its effectiveness”

This statement covers the Council’s
responsibility to ensure that its affairs
are managed in accordance with
proper standards of financial conduct
and arrangements exist to prevent
and detect fraud and corruption. The
Council also asserts that it has tested
those arrangements at least once in
the year to make sure they are
working in an adequate and effective
way.

5 “We carried out an assessment of
the risks facing the Council and took
appropriate steps to manage those
risks, including the introduction of
Internal Controls and/or external
insurance cover where required.”

These representations cover the
Council’s responsibility to develop,
implement and regularly monitor the
effectiveness of systems of internal
control covering:

6 “We maintained throughout the
year an adequate and effective
system of Internal Audit of the
Council’s accounting records and
control systems.”
7 “We have taken appropriate action
on all matters raised in reports from
internal an external audit.”

•

The overall control
environment, including internal
audit;

•

The identification, evaluation
and management of
operational and financial risks;

•

Budgetary control and
monitoring arrangements; and

•

Documentation and
application of control
procedures.

Peter Herbert
Town Clerk
Laura Chrysostomou
Deputy Town Clerk and Responsible Financial Officer
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Appendix 1

LITTLEHAMPTON TOWN COUNCIL
INTERNAL CONTROLS
INTERNAL CONTROL

RESPONSIBILITY

Minutes
CHECK QUORUM PRESENT FOR EACH FULL COUNCIL MEETING

CLERK TO MEETING

CHECK MINUTES PROPERLY SIGNED

CLERK TO MEETING

PAGES IN MINUTE BOOKS SEQUENTIALLY NUMBERED

CLERK TO MEETING

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS INCLUDED IN RECOMMENDATIONS AND
RESOLUTIONS

CLERK TO MEETING

Assets & Investments
1. Assets
REGISTER OF ALL COUNCIL ASSETS

RFO

ASSET REGISTER AS PER FINAL ACCOUNTS & ANNUAL RETURN

RFO

2. Investments
CHAIR P & F TO CHECK WITH MONTHLY BANK RECONCILIATION

CHAIR OF P & F

Income
1. Cash
CASH BANKED FREQUENTLY AT LEAST ONCE PER WEEK

FA

2. Credit Income
CHECK BOOKINGS MATCH INVOICING

FA

3. Credit Control
CHECK DEBTOR BALANCES MONTHLY- FA & RFO

RFO/FA

RFO TO REVIEW METHOD OF CHASING DEBTS- MONTHLY

RFO/FA

4. Bad Debts
REVIEW REASONS FOR NON PAYMENTS

RFO

CHECK ALL REASONABLE STEPS TAKEN TO COLLECT DEBTS

RFO

P & F AUTHORITY OBTAINED FOR BAD DEBTS WRITTEN OFF

TC/RFO
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INTERNAL CONTROL

RESPONSIBILITY

Cash & Bank
1. Receipt of Money
CASH REMOVED FROM TILLTO SAFE OVER NIGHT
LOCKED TILL

RECEPTIONIST/
MUSEUM
RECEPTIONIST/
MUSEUM

2 FIRE PROOF SAFES

TC/RFO

ALL CASH KEPT IN LOCKED SAFE OR TILL

RFO

ALL CASH RECONCILED TO ACCOUNTS

RFO

2. Bank Reconciliation
PERFORMED AT LEAST ON A MONTHLY BASIS AND ALL BANK
ACCOUNTS AGREED

RFO/FA

RFO CHECK & ENSURE NO PAYMENTS OR RECEIPTS ARE BEING C/F
FOR A NO. OF MONTHS

RFO

CHAIR OF P&F TO SIGN MONTHLY BANK REC WITH SIGHT OF
CORRESPONDING BANK STATEMENTS

RFO/ CHAIR P & F

REVIEW CHEQUES OUTSTANDING FOR OVER 6 MONTHS AND ENSURE
WRITTEN OFF

RFO
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INTERNAL CONTROL

RESPONSIBILITY

Payments
1. Payments
PURCHASE ORDERS RAISED FOR ALL PURCHASES

STAFF/ RFO/FA

PURCHASE ORDER BOOKS KEPT SECURLEY AND SIGNED OUT TO
SPECIFIC STAFF MEMBERS

RFO/FA

PURCHASE ORDERS AUTHORISED BY LIMITED OFFICERS

COUNCIL/
STANDING ORDERS

RFO AUTHORISES ALL INVOICE PAYMENTS (TC/ATC IN ABSENCE)

RFO

ORDER & AUTHORISE FOR PAYMENT ON INVOICE SEPARATE OFFICERS

RFO/FA

RFO NOT TO SIGN ORDERS UNLESS NO OTHER AUTHORISED MEMBER
OF STAFF AVAILABLE- IF SO TC OR ATC TO AUTHORISE PAYMENT

RFO

ORDERS & DELIVERY NOTES CHECKED AGAINST INVOICE AND
ATTACHED TO BACK
CONTROL COPY OF ORDER KEPT IN SEPARATE FILE

RFO/FA
FA

AUTHORISED MEMBER SIGNATORIES AS SPECIFIED IN FINANCIAL
REGULATIONS

FIN REGS/
STANDING ORDERS

PAYMENT SCHEDULE WITH CHEQUES PRESENTED TO AND SIGNED BY
TC & AUTHORISED MEMBER SIGNATORIES

FA

SECURITY OF CHEQUES - STORED IN LOCKED CUPBOARD

RFO/FA

CHEQUES REVIEWED & INITIALLED BY TOWN CLERK

TC/RFO/FA

DIRECT DEBITS SIGNED BY TWO AUTHORISED MEMBER SIGNATORIES

FA

PAYMENT SCHEDULE FOR ONLINE PAYMENTS PRESENTED TO AND
FA
SIGNED BY AUTHORISED MEMBER SIGNATORY
PAYMENT SCHEDULE AND MEMBER AUTHORISATION PRESENTED TO TC
FA
FOR APPROVAL
PAYMENT SCHEDULE AND AUTHORISED ONLINE TRANSACTION
RFO
INITIALLED BY RFO
2. Petty Cash
EXAMINE PETTY CASH EXPENSES AND CHECK BALANCES

RFO/FA

CHECK VAT IS APPROPRIATELY CLAIMED ON PETTY CASH RECEIPTS

RFO/FA

CHECK SYSTEM IN PLACE RATHER THAN AD HOC REIMBURSEMENT

RFO

HOLD £10 OF PETTY CASH IN SEPARATE TIN FOR REFRESHMENT
PURCHASES ACCESSED BY TC/ATC/RFO/FA/PA TO TC

RFO/FA

CHECK FREQUENCY OF RECONCILIATION

RFO

CHECK APPROVAL OF RECEIPTS & REIMBURSEMENTS

RFO

3. Credit Card payments
CARD KEPT IN TIN IN SAFE

RFO

MAX £500 WITHOUT COUNCILLOR APPROVAL

STANDING ORDERS

TC TO SIGN PURCHASE ORDER

TC/FA

RFO TO SIGN CC FORM

RFO

2/5 COUNCILLORS TO SIGN STATEMENT

RFO/FA
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INTERNAL CONTROL

RESPONSIBILITY

Supplier Invoices
CHECK PURCHASE ORDERS & DELIVERY NOTES MATCH INVOICES

FA

CHECK PURCHASE ORDERS AUTHORISATION

FA

REVIEW UNMATCHED PURCHASE ORDERS

FA

CHECK EXPENDITURE CODING HAS CORRECT COST CENTRE &
NOMINAL LEDGER

RFO

CHECK AUTHORISATION FOR PAYMENT OF INVOICE

FA

ENSURE SUPPLIER STATEMENTS CHECKED AGAINST PURCHASE
INVOICE RECORDS

FA

CHECK ANY OLD CREDITORS & ASCERTAIN WHY STILL UNPAID

FA/RFO

Payroll
PREPARE CONTRACTS OF EMPLOYMENT FOR ALL STAFF

RFO/ PA to TC

CHECK REFERENCES FOR NEW STAFF

RFO/ PA to TC

CHECK GROSS PAY FOR EACH EMPLOYEE IS AT CORRECT RATE

RFO

CHECK SICK LEAVE/PAY AGAINST REPORTING MECHANISM &
TIMESHEETS

RFO/ PA to TC

CHECK ANNUAL LEAVE/PAY AGAINST REPORTING LEAVE CARDS &
TIMESHEETS

RFO/ PA to TC

CHECK ANY STATUTORY SICK PAY OR MATERNITY PAY DEDUCTIONS

RFO

TC APPROVAL FOR NEW STARTERS

TC/RFO

PROMPT REMOVAL OF LEAVERS- FROM PAYROLL SYSTEM

RFO

TC TO COUNTERSIGN TELEPAY AND LIST OF PAYMENT MADE

TC/RFO

INTERNAL AUDIT TO AUDIT ANNUALLY

RFO

LINE MANAGER AUTHORISES ALL OVERTIME & MILEAGE
COUNTERSIGNED BY TC

TC/RFO/LINE
MANAGERS

PROCESS HMRC AND WSCC PENSION CONTRIBUTIONS ACCORDINGLY

RFO

PROMPT COMPLETION OF PENSION STARTERS/LEAVERS/CHANGES

RFO
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INTERNAL CONTROL
General

RESPONSIBILITY
RFO

CHECK TRIAL BALANCE MONTHLY

RFO/FA

AT LEAST TWICE EACH FINANCIAL- CHECK ACTUAL EXPENDITURE
AGAINST ESTIMATES & INVESTIGATE ANY OVERSPENDS

RFO

FIN. ASSISTANT TO PREPARE FIGURES RFO TO CHECK & FA SUBMIT VAT
RFO
RETURN
CHECK REGULAR REPORTING OF EXPENDITURE AND VARIANCES FROM
FA
BUDGET
MONTHLY CHECKING OF ALL TRANSACTIONS FOR CORRECT CODING

FA

FA TO PRINT I&E REPORTS FOR MANAGERS AT MONTH END

FA

FA TO PRINT NL REPORTS AND EMR STATEMENT FOR MANAGERS
QUARTERLY

FA
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Littlehampton Town Council
Non- Confidential
Committee: Governance and Audit
Date: 9th February 2021
Report by: Town Clerk
Subject: Annual Review of Corporate Risk Register
1. Summary
1.1

1.2

For the Committee’s consideration and approval, attached as Appendix 1 to
this report is the Town Council’s Corporate Risk Management Strategy and
Procedures. The Strategy and Procedures are also included to aid the
Committee’s understanding of the Risk Assessment process.
For the Committee’s consideration and approval, attached as Appendix 2 is
the Council’s Corporate Risk Register.
2. Recommendations

2.1

The Committee is Recommended to:
1. Review, comment upon and approve the Council’s Corporate Risk
Management Strategy and Procedures and, if satisfied, recommend them
to Full Council for approval.
2. Consider and comment upon the updated Risk Register, and, if satisfied,
recommend them to Full Council for approval.
3. Background

3.1

Local Councils are responsible for putting in place proper arrangements for
the governance of their affairs and the stewardship of their resources. Part of
good governance is the annual review of the Town Council’s Corporate Risk
Assessment.

3.2

Risk management is the process whereby Councils methodically address the
risks associated with what they do and the services which they provide.
Identifying things that could go wrong and taking proportionate steps to avoid
this or manage the consequences.

3.3

Members are ultimately responsible for risk management because the risk
threatens the achievement of policy objectives. The Governance and
Accountability in Local Councils therefore recommends that once per year
Member should:
• Take steps to identify and update their record of key risks facing the Council
• Evaluate the potential consequences for the Council if an event is identified
as a risk, takes place
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• Decide upon appropriate measures to avoid, reduce or control the risk or its
consequences, and
• Record any conclusion or decisions reached.
3.4

The Council’s Corporate Risk Management Strategy and Procedures are
attached as Appendix 1. These have been reviewed and approved by the
Town Clerk and Deputy Town Clerk and Responsible Financial Officer (DTC &
RFO) and no amendment have been made.

3.5

Members are asked to review, comment upon and approve the Council’s
Corporate Risk Management Strategy and Procedures and, if satisfied
recommend them to Full Council for approval.

3.6

The Council’s Risk Register is attached as Appendix 2. The risks have been
reviewed and updated by the Council’s Service Managers and approved by
the Town Clerk and DTC & RFO and no amendments have been made.

3.7

Members are asked to consider and comment upon the Risk Register and, if
satisfied, recommend it to Full Council for approval.

3.8

Members should note that ordinarily the set of risk registers would also
include a register for the Council’s Policies and for the Council’s Priorities.
These are due to be reviewed during the March 2021 Committee Cycle. Once
the Priorities and Policies are adopted by Council, they will be taken through
the risk management process and brought to this Committee in July 2021.

3.9

Councils are expected to make several representations and assertions in
eight statements of assurance, which together comprise the Annual
Governance Statement, about the accountability of the Council. The following
statements appertain to this report. This Committees review of the Risk
Register gives Council the assurance required to approve the Annual
Governance Statement in June.
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Statement

Explanatory Note

5 “We carried out an assessment of
the risks facing the Council and took
appropriate steps to manage those
risks, including the introduction of
Internal Controls and/or external
insurance cover where required.”

These representations cover the
Council’s responsibility to develop,
implement and regularly monitor the
effectiveness of systems of internal
control covering:

6 “We maintained throughout the
year an adequate and effective
system of Internal Audit of the
Council’s accounting records and
control systems.”

•

The overall control
environment, including internal
audit;

•

The identification, evaluation
and management of
operational and financial risks;

•

Budgetary control and
monitoring arrangements; and

•

Documentation and
application of control
procedures.

Peter Herbert
Town Clerk
Laura Chrysostomou
Deputy Town Clerk and Responsible Financial Officer
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Corporate Risk Management Strategy and
Procedures
Date

28th March 2019

Document Number

2

Edition Number

1

Replaces

Corporate Risk Management Strategy approved by FC 29 March 2018 and the
Corporate Risk Management Procedures approved 29 March 2018

Policy Maker

Laura Chrysostomou, Deputy Town Clerk and RFO

Responsibility

Governance and Audit, Policy and Finance

Resolution Number Full Council 28th March 2019 Minute 84.1.5
Review Cycle

Annually

This information pack contains:
Corporate Risk Management Strategy and Procedures
Policy No. 2 Corporate Risk Management Strategy
Procedure No. 2 Corporate Risk Management Procedures
Appendix No. 2.1 Types of Risk
Appendix No. 2.2 Risk Ranking
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Corporate Risk Management Strategy
1. Introduction
Corporate Risk Management (CRM) is defined as the threat that an event or action
will adversely affect the Council’s ability to achieve its objectives or to successfully
execute its strategies. Risk management is about an organisation's ability to
consider and manage risks to help it deliver its goals.
CRM is a corporate and systematic process evaluating and addressing the impact
of risks in a cost-effective way and ensuring that all decision makers have the
appropriate skills to identify and assess the potential for risks to arise and direct
action as appropriate, all in a timely manner.
The definition recognises that risk is ever present and is not in itself a negative
factor. The consideration of whether an event or action will present a substantive
risk is the key. CRM can inform the decision-making process and stimulate and
generate development of new opportunities, and ensure that where opportunities
do arise they are responded to appropriately.
“If a council doesn’t have effective risk management then it doesn’t have effective
management. That is because risk management is about making the right decisions
and about achieving objectives once those decisions have been made. In short, risk
management can ensure best value is achieved” – SOLACE (Society of Local
Authority Chief Executives).
A risk is anything that could prevent the achievement of The Council’s objectives.
However, failure to act upon opportunities which present themselves could also
prevent the successful or timely achievement of The Council’s objectives. Hence
CRM is about managing opportunities (by maximising these) and risks (by
minimising these), in a formal, transparent and effective manner such that it adds
value to the Council.
The Council is aware that some risks will always exist and will never be eliminated.
It acknowledges that it has a responsibility to manage hazards and risks and
supports a structured and focused approach to managing them by approval of the
following risk management strategy. In this way the Council will better achieve its
corporate objectives and enhance the value of services it provides to the
community.
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2. Objectives of Risk Management
The objective of CRM is the identification, evaluation, control and review of threats
and opportunities to all activities of the Council which can affect the achievement of
its aims and objectives at all levels.
CRM enhances the likelihood of achieving successful outcomes whilst reducing the
probability of failure and the uncertainty of achieving aims and objectives.
CRM is often incorrectly viewed as a burden on employees. However, when applied
correctly, risk management assists employees and services, and hence the
Council, to achieve stated objectives, whilst protecting staff, assets and resources
against risk.
Littlehampton Town Council’s CRM objectives are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify, evaluate and manage the opportunities and risks to which the Authority
is exposed, at all levels
Enable effective delivery of services to local people and to minimise the risk of
significant service failures
Integrate risk management into the culture of the council
Ensure appropriate risk taking is encouraged
Anticipate and respond to changing social, environmental and legislative needs
as well as changes in the internal environment
Manage risk in accordance with best practice
Minimise injury, damage and losses
Raise awareness of the need for risk management by all those connected with
the council's delivery of services
Enable better, more informed decision making at all levels within the Council
Embed risk management into day to day management and working
arrangements
Protect physical assets, promote employee and public safety and maximise
resources
Learn from risk failures to improve the systems of internal control and risk
management
Promote good corporate governance and therefore contribute to the annual
assurance statement incorporating the statement on internal control.

It is the responsibility of all Members and employees to have regard for risk
management whilst carrying out their duties. Unchecked risks can result in a drain
on resources that could better be directed to front line service provision and to
meeting the Council’s objectives.
This strategy enables risks and opportunities to be identified, evaluated, controlled,
monitored and reported. The process applies equally to both strategic and
operational risks and is integrated into the business planning process.
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The objectives will be achieved by:
•
•
•

•
•

Establishing clear roles, responsibilities and reporting lines within the Council
for risk management
Maintaining a strategic risk register
Ensuring that risk management is explicitly considered in all decision making
by requiring inclusion in all formal decision reports identifying the risks
associated with the action proposed and the arrangement being put in place to
manage these risks.
Reinforcing the importance of effective risk management as part of the
everyday work of employees by offering training
Carrying out regular risk assessments and monitoring arrangements on an ongoing basis.
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Corporate Risk Management Procedure
1. IDENTIFYING THE RISK
Main Risk categories
• People
• Delivery of Services
• Reputation and Democratic Representation
• Financial
• Statutory/legal
• Fixed Assets
• IT and data
• General Public
Risks or barriers to achieving Corporate Objectives should be identified. Strategic
risks to which the Council is exposed should be recorded in the Corporate Risk
Register. Appendix 2.1 lists the different types of risk.
Risks are identified through:
Cause

- Identifying the hazards

Effect

- Identifying the possible consequences of the cause

Impact Rating

- Anticipating the significance of the risk

2. EVALUATING THE RISK
The Impact Rating based on the Health and Safety Executive’s approach is as
follows: Also see Appendix 2.2.
Likelihood
High

For example - is a daily activity, is out of Town Council control or
there is a history of events.

Medium
Low

For example – is a rare event or the hazard is secure with little to
no danger.

Impact
High

For example - will cause death, cause financial loss over £10,000,
break the law, is fraudulent or would cease Town Council
functions

Medium
Low

For example - the dangers are low or it would have little to no
effect on Council services.
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Potential areas of risk which have been identified are then analysed using the
Risk Matrix below to give an assessment of the likelihood of a risk
materialising and the impact it would have on the Council. The action for each
Risk should be prioritised according to the Risk Value, as follows:

IMPACT

RISK MATRIX

High

3

3

6

9

Medium

2

2

4

6

Low

1

1

2

3

1
Low

2
Medium
Likelihood

3
High

The Risk Value is calculated by multiplying the Impact score by the Likelihood
score. Both Impact and Likelihood should be calculated based on the existing
controls already in place.
The Risk Matrix should be used to score each identified risk. Firstly the Likelihood
of the risk materialising and then the Impact a particular risk could have on the
Council is recorded. This is why the risks identified should be specific.
The evaluation results are recorded in the Risk Register. Any risk that scores 4
(red) or more will be highlighted for an action plan. The Risk Register will be
kept up to date by the RFO who will need to be informed if any amendments to
the initial assessment are required. The Risk Register will be reviewed annually,
or when an event occurs that might change the risk status.
3.

MITIGATION OF RISK
The next step is to then consider what controls are in place to mitigate the risk.
A risk can be mitigated in two ways: one is to reduce the likelihood of it
occurring, the other is to reduce the impact to the Council should the risk
materialise. In other words what controls are there in place to reduce both the
likelihood of a risk materialising and the impact should it do so?
An important point to note is that only controls which actually exist should be
considered. If controls are not in place (for example it is planned to have these
controls at a future date), then they cannot be considered as mitigating the risk.
Controls which will be in place in the future should be considered as an action
point in the Risk Register.
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Record the current controls in the risk register.
4.

DEALING WITH RISK
Following evaluation there are five main control options to manage the risk:
•

•

•
•
•

Accept the Risk – in some instances, low-scoring risks may be
considered to be acceptable. The risk should be monitored and reevaluated either annually or when an event occurs which alters the
risk.
Manage the Risk – Some form of prevention or control is necessary
either to existing controls or by creating a new control. The control
should reduce the impact or likelihood, and include timescales for
the control to be in place.
Transfer the Risk – to provide financial recompense/support, such as
insurance, in the event of loss.
Modify the Risk – Change the activity from which the risk has been
identified.
Eliminate the Risk – Withdraw from the activity. This measure would
be considered if it was felt that the risk was too great or that the
financial cost of mitigating controls was too high.

If the residual risk (risk after implementing the control measure) score is
higher than acceptable, further action needs to be identified to manage the
risk to reduce the score.
5.

MONITORING AND EVALUATING RISK
Risk analysis should be an on-going process, not a one off annual exercise. It
should be carried out at regular intervals as identified appropriate for each
service as part of the risk assessment. The ultimate aim is that the process
becomes an integral part of service delivery.
The Town Clerk is responsible for ensuring the Corporate Risk Management
Strategy is carried out and the Corporate Risk Register is kept up to date.
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Appendix 2.1

Types of Risk

Strategic Risks
Those which can affect the medium to
long term goals and objectives of the
Council.
Political – failure to deliver local or central
government policy, or meet the
administration’s manifesto commitments.
Economic – affecting the ability of the
Council to meet its financial commitments.
These include budgetary pressures, failure
to obtain adequate insurance cover, failure
to take account of external economic
changes (eg interest rates, inflation), and
the consequences of investment decisions
or the loss of an investment opportunity
Social – effects of changes in demographic,
residential or socio-economic trends on the
Council’s ability to deliver its objectives.
Technological – capacity of the Council to
deal with the pace/scale of technological
change, or its ability to address changing
demands.
May
also
include
the
consequences of internal technological
failures on the Council’s ability to deliver its
objectives.
Legislative – associated with current or
potential changes in National or European
Law.
Environmental
–
consequences
of
progressing
the
Council’s
strategic
objectives (e.g. in terms of energy efficiency,
pollution, recycling, landfill, emissions etc.)
Competitive
–
affecting
the
competitiveness of services in terms of cost
or quality and ability to deliver Value for
Money.
Customer/Citizen – failure to meet current
and changing needs and expectations of
customers and citizens.
People - recruitment/retention of qualified
staff, succession planning, over reliance on
key officers or inability to implement change.
Also, lack of clarity over roles and
responsibilities.
Information - Those associated with the
security, accuracy, timeliness of any
information held or given by the
organisation.
Reputation – adverse publicity in the media.

Operational Risks
Those which staff can encounter in
their daily work.
Professional – associated with the
particular nature of each profession
Financial – associated with financial
planning and control and the adequacy of
insurance cover.

Legal – possible breaches of legislation
eg age discrimination legislation.
Physical – related to fire, security,
accident prevention and H&S.

Contractual – failure of contractors to
deliver services or products to agreed
costs or specification.
Technological – relating to reliance on
operational equipment e.g. IT systems or
products to the agreed cost and
specification.
Environmental - relating to pollution,
noise or energy efficiency of ongoing
service operation.

Source: Chance or Choice? Risk Management in Local Government - SOLACE
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Appendix 2.2
RISK RANKING
STEP ONE – IMPACT (ACTUAL OR POTENTIAL)
To establish correct ‘Descriptor’ look in the table below in the four ‘Impact’ columns
for the wording that best describes the event you are reporting. Note: If there are
two or more descriptions that fit the event, then use the highest scoring Descriptor.
DESCRIPTOR
(SCORE)

Impact on
Individual

Scope of impact
in terms of
volume of people

HIGH
(3)

Death;
Unexpected Death
Suspected Homicide
Suicide
Permanent Injury
(Loss of function);
(emotional,
psychological or
physical), ill health or
Damage
AWOL/Missing Part.

Greater than 50
people

MEDIUM
(2)

Semi-permanent
Injury (Likely to be
resolved within one
year);(emotional,
psychological or
physical), ill health or
Damage

Greater than 3
people but less
than 50 people
affected

LOW
(1)

No permanent
Injury (Probably be
resolved in one
month);(emotional,
psychological or
physical), ill health or
Damage No
identifiable Injury;
(emotional,
psychological or
physical), Damage or
ill health.

Less than 3 people
affected

Impact on the
organisation
National/
International
adverse publicity
Temporary/
Extended Service
closure
Litigation potential
greater than
£500,000
Increased level of
care for greater
than 15 days
Local adverse
publicity
Litigation potential
greater than
£50,000
Increased level of
care less than 15
days but greater
than 5 days
Litigation potential
less than £50,000
Increased level of
care less than 5
days
No disruption to
service

Financial Impact
(estimated cost
to reduce risk)

Greater than
£10,000 (can be
resolved at
Member level)

Less than
£10,000 but
greater than
£1,000 (can be
resolved at Town
Clerk level)

Less than £1,000
(can be resolved
at Line Manager
level)

STEP TWO – LIKELIHOOD OF RECURRENCE
Likelihood Rating is a matter of personal judgment. You must estimate what is
reasonably going to happen by using the table below as a guide.
LIKELIHOOD
HIGH
MEDIUM
LOW

DESCRIPTOR

SCORE

This type of event will happen again, (and frequently)
This type of event may happen again, (50/50 chance of happening again)
This type of event is unlikely to happen again (remote chance)

3
2
1
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Allotments

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Powers to provide allotments
Requirement = To maintain an up to date register of allotment holders.
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Ref
Risk

Hazard

49

Administration/ Inaccurate/out of date Allotment
Legal
Register

467

Administration/ Provision of inadequate insurance
Legal
cover

446

Environmental Vermin

301

Environmental Loss of / Damage to water supply

214

Environmental Untidy Plots

448

Environmental Vandalism

LCRS (Local Council Risk System)

Control

Maintain proper register ensuring all amendments
promptly recorded.
Ensure agreement completed and signed by all parties
prior to occupation.
Carry out an annual review of Employers/Public Liability
insurance to ensure that all appropriate risks are covered.
Define responsibility for standards of hygiene/cleanliness
etc. of site. Enforce conditions of Tenancy Agreement.
Contract to Environmental Health to carry out periodic
physical inspection and take remedial action.
Report, record & maintian liaison with appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Ensure that system is in place to report and rectify all
faults.
Define responsibility in Agreement & enforce requirements
A Team monitor when on site and scheduled to visit each
site once a week.
A Team Co-ordinator undertakes regular check ups.
Inspection by ATC as required.
Clear reporting structure to Town Council for any plot
holder, LALGA, site representatives and A Team.
Notify Allotment holder of problem & serve notice where
necessary.
Liaise where appropriate with co-opted members of
Allotments Working Group.
A Team to visit sites weekly. Review Security. Report,
record & maintain liaison with appropriate enforcement
agencies.
A team to respond promptly to any complaints of
vandalism.
Clear reporting structure to Town Council for any plot
holder, LALGA, site representatives and A Team.
© Copyright DMH Solutions Year 2010. All rights reserved.

Review
timing

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

As and When

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

As and When

Low

Low

1

Monthly

Medium

Low

2

As and When

Medium

Low

2
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Allotments

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Powers to provide allotments
Requirement = To maintain high standard of cleanliness and minimize risk.
Aim = Arrange periodical site inspection.

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Ref
Risk

Hazard

215

Environmental Risk from plotholders
inappropriately dumping rubbish on
site

449

Financial

Failure to collect rents and charges

447

Financial

Failure to review rents and charges

445

Physical

Personal injury

60

Physical

Security

59

Physical

Maintenance of Council owned
vehicles and equipment

212

Physical

Public Injury as a result of
contractor or Amenity Team

Control

Enforce controls in tenancy agreement.
Make arrangements for removal and recharge if possible.
A Team monitor when on site and scheduled to visit each
site once a week.
Clear reporting structure to Town Council for any plot
holder, LALGA, site representatives and A Team.
Maintain proper records of income received and banked.
Enforce provisions of tenancy agreements.
Maintain allotment register.
Follow defined procedure for outstanding debt.
Reconciliation of allotment & accounts software.
Review allotment rents and charges annually as an integral
part of the annual budget process.
Ensure that any conditions that might lead to personal
injury are minimised and properly controlled.
Carry out periodical examination of allotment environment.
Ensure appropriate training of staff to use equipment.
Ensure that responsibility of allotment holders is clearly
defined in tenancy agreement and that they have a clear
method of reporting incidents.
Ensure that vehicles and equipment is properly maintained
through regular inspection/servicing.
Ensure that proper maintenance records are complete and
up to date.
Ensure that responsibility is defined and any training
requirement is complete.
Ensure vehicles are insured, taxed and MOTed.
Ensure that contract requires provision of appropriate
insurance cover and other necessary documentation and
inspect documentation to confirm compliance.

Review
timing

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Weekly

Medium

Low

2

Quarterly

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Monthly

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Medium

2

As and when

Low

Low

1
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LCRS (Local Council Risk System)
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Allotments

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Powers to provide allotments

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement = To control and minimize empty allotments
Aim = To follow lettings policy.

Review
timing

Ref
Risk
310

Physical

Hazard

Control

Unoccupied Plots/loss of income

Completed by:

Date:

Maintenance of waiting list with details on website,
contact details on allotment notice boards and regular
reports in local free press/facebook, if required.
Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Monthly

No of risks scored

Low

14

Medium

2

Average
score:

1.4
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LCRS (Local Council Risk System)
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Bye Laws

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Power to make bye-laws in regard to
Requirement = Need to maintain a comprehensive register of all byelaws
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3
Review
timing

Ref
Risk
105

Physical

Hazard

Control

Failure to maintain register. Failure Ensure that the Rosemead Park byelaw is regularly
to enforce.
reviewed.
Ensure enforcement authorities are aware of byelaw and
liaise with them where issues arise.

Completed by:

Date:

Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

No of risks scored

Low

1

Medium

2

Average
score:

2.0
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LCRS (Local Council Risk System)
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Clocks

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Power to provide public clocks

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement = To ensure that all risks are adequately covered
Aim =

Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

103

Administration/ Provision of adequate insurance
Legal
cover

Ensure that all risks are reviewed annually.
Ensure that appropriate insurance cover is in place.

Annually

Low

Low

1

116

Financial

Inadequate budget Provision

Annually

Low

Low

1

108

Physical

Security of Clock

Ensure that anticipated costs are adequately provided for
in Budgetary process.
Council approval for any unexpected expense to be met
from reserves/virement.
Ensure appropriate arrangements in place.

Annually

Low

Low

1

109

Physical

Maintenance of Clock

Ensure any contract requires provision of appropriate
insurance cover and other necessary documentation and
inspect documentation to confirm compliance.
Ensure appropriate maintenance is carried out.
Maintain proper records of work done.

Annually

Low

Low

1

Completed by:

Date:

Position:

No of risks scored

4

Average
score:

1.0
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LCRS (Local Council Risk System)
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Code of Conduct

LCRS 5. Risks report

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Duty to adopt a code of conduct

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement =
Aim =

Review
timing

Ref
Risk
0

356

Hazard

Control

Administration/ Inappropriate use of Photo Identity
Legal
Card

Guidance issued, linked to Code of Conduct and signed
declaration.
Photo ID card states purpose of card.
Administration/ Failure to maintain /Update Register Ensure all Council members are aware of their statutory
Legal
of Interests/Gifts
responsibilities.
Maintain appropriate registers and publish on website.

Completed by:

Date:

Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

Low

High

3

Annually

Low

Medium

2

No of risks scored

2

Average
score:

2.5

83
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Community Centres

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Power to provide and equip buildings for use of clubs having
Requirement = To provide effective control of facility bookings etc.
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Ref
Risk
131

136

138

140

144

128

432

Hazard

Control

Administration/ Maintenance of diary of events/usage Define responsibility for maintenance of diary.
Legal
Completed booking/application a pre-requisite to facility
hire.
All applications to be cross referenced to account/receipt
number and filed.
Administration/ Failure to obtain all necessary
Define responsibility for obtaining licences.
Legal
licences, music, weddings, etc
Maintain adequate records of licence application, renewal
etc.
Environmental Cleaning
Define responsibility for cleanliness/hygiene of premises.
Keep a maintenance log/cleaning regime and arrange for
periodical checks.
Environmental Vandalism
Review security and monitor all areas on a regular basis.
Report, record & maintain liaison with local appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Instigate legal action against perpetrators where
appropriate.
Environmental Pollution, ie. noise, litter etc.
Ensure that adequate controls/conditions are included in
booking application form. Ensure that all users are aware
of conditions attached to use of premises. Define policy
for dealing with offenders.
Report, record & maintain liaison with local appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Financial
Failure to collect income
Define responsibility for collection of income.
Maintain an effective receipting system and bank promptly.
Maintain proper records of income received and banked.
Enforce provisions of user agreements.
Reconciliation and unpaid invoices chased monthly.
Regular financial report to Council.
Financial
Inadequate budget provision
Ensure that anticipated costs are adequately provided for
in Budgetary process.
Council approval to be sought for any unexpected expense
to be met from reserves/virement.

LCRS (Local Council Risk System)

© Copyright DMH Solutions Year 2010. All rights reserved.

Review
timing

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Monthly

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Quarterly

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Community Centres

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Power to provide and equip buildings for use of clubs having
Requirement = To ensure that all charges are subject to regular review
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Ref
Risk

Hazard

127

Financial

Failure to review charges

431

Physical

Security of equipment

0

Physical

Maintenance of buildings

16

Physical

Security of buildings

0

Physical

Fire

LCRS (Local Council Risk System)

Control

Review all charges annually as an integral part of the
budget process.
Ensure that responsibility of users is clearly defined in
hire/user agreement.
Allocate responsibility for security/control.
Maintain records of loss or damaged equipment.
Maintain asset and equipment register.
Define responsibility for maintenance.
Maintain detailed records of work scheduled and
completed.
Carry out regular inspections of all buildings.
Ensure that proper contractual arrangements are in place
for specialist/other services.
Ensure any contract requires provision of appropriate
insurance cover and other necessary documentation and
inspect documentation to confirm compliance.
Arrange adequate insurance cover.
Allocate responsibility for security/control of premises.
Define policy and provide for security.
Staff employed or contract with service provider in place.
Appropriate staff training complete.
Detailed schedules/records maintained.
Liaison with local enforcement agencies maintained.
Ensure Health/Safety testing complete.
Ensure appropriate staff training.
Provide for strict security/control and appropriate storage
of combustible materials held by Council.
Provide appropriate extinguishers etc.
Ensure appropriate signage in place.
Ensure appropriate regulations/controls in hire
documentation.
Annual Fire risk assessment
© Copyright DMH Solutions Year 2010. All rights reserved.

Review
timing

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Monthly

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Quarterly

Low

Low

1
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Community Centres

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Power to provide and equip buildings for use of clubs having
Requirement = To ensure that any conditions that might lead to personal
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3
Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

17

Physical

Personal injury

141

Physical

Maintenance of equipment

143

Physical

Security of Hazardous Substances +
D73

Completed by:

Date:

Ensure that all staff have appropriate training and adhere
to approved working practices.
Communication of risks and safe systems.
Ensure that the correct, properly maintained equipment is
available as appropriate.
Ensure that any risks to the public are minimised and
eliminated wherever possible.
Maintain records of staff training.
Maintain records of any injuries.
Define responsibility in job descriptions etc.
Ensure that equipment is properly maintained through
regular inspection/servicing & keep the proper
maintenance records.
Ensure that responsibility is defined and any training
requirement is complete.
Ensure that proper contractual arrangements are in place
for specialist/other services.
Ensure any contract requires provision of appropriate
insurance cover and other necessary documentation and
inspect documentation to confirm compliance.
Arrange adequate insurance cover.
Define responsibility for use and control & provide for any
necessary training and appropriate clothing.
Assessments carried out.
Ensure that any necessary licences, certificates for use
have been obtained & that security is sound.
Ensure correct and secure storage.
Ensure that any disposals are properly dealt with.
Maintain proper records.

Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

No of risks scored

15

Average
score:

1.9

86

LCRS (Local Council Risk System)
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Computing

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Power to facilitate discharge of any function

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement = Maintain adequate security of site and equipment
Aim =

Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

0

Physical

Loss arising from
theft/misappropriation

0

Physical

Loss/damage arising from
unauthorised use.

0

Technical

Loss of data/ability to work due to
machine failure

365

Technical

Crash of IT System - loss of all
records - loss of Broadband

Completed by:

Date:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Allocate responsibility for security of equipment.
Maintain high security of site and equipment.
Take particular care in respect of laptops/peripherals.
Restrict access through use of controlled passwords.
Passwords set for automatic renewal with specified criteria
for secure passwords.
Maintain physical security of computer and site.
Rolling replacement programme
Updates to computers as advised by IT Provider

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Low

1

Daily backup of data onto two forms of appropriate
medium.
Regular backup of data onto a third appropriate medium.
Ensure that equipment is properly maintained.
Restrict access to authorised users.
Ensure that only approved software is used.
Maintain effective anti virus software.
Use reputable provider for Broadband.

Monthly

Low

Medium

2

Position:

Annually

No of risks scored

3

Average
score:

1.7

87

LCRS (Local Council Risk System)
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Council Property and
Documents

Your Duty = Duty to disclose documents and to adopt publication scheme
Requirement =
Aim =

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022
Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

0

Financial

Incorrect/ non recording of Assets

314

Financial

Legal Liability as a result of Asset
Ownership

0

Financial

Injury to members of the public

Regular maintenance and Inspection

312

Physical

Loss / Damage to Civic Regalia

307

Physical

Loss of assets

313

Professional

Failure to effectively process
documents

Maintain and update a Register of Assets.
Ensure that the Council has adequate insurance against
damage and theft.
Ensure that proper security/storage is in place.
Ensure that users are aware of their responsibility when
regalia is in their care.
Ensure that Civic Regalia in suitably maintained and
cleaned.
Ensure that the Civic Regalia is collected and returned
under secure conditions
Allocate responsibility for and maintain effective security
of all assets.
Maintain an Asset Register.
Ensure property deeds are maintained in an appropriate
and safe environment and move towards registering all
land at land registry.
Ensure that adequate and appropriate insurance cover is
held.
Allocate responsibilty for maintenance of effective control
of documentation.
Define procedure for recording document's receipt,
circulation, response, handling & filing.

Completed by:

Date:

Up to date asset Register, maintained by RFO. Internal
Audit. Published on website. Stated on Annual Return.
Ensure that adequate Public Liability Insurance is in place.

Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
Review
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value
timing
As and when
Low
Low
1
Low

Low

1

Low

Low

1

Monthly

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Daily

Low

Medium

2

Annually

No of risks scored

6

Average
score:

1.3

88

LCRS (Local Council Risk System)
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Employment of Staff

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Duty to Appoint
Requirement = To ensure that the council fulfills it's responsibilities.
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Ref
Risk
364

358

362

352

363

38

Hazard

Control

Administration/ Failure to comply with Employment Issue contracts of employment to all employees.
Legal
Law
Awareness of new legislation.
Subscribe to appropriate organisations for regular updates
and Training.
Professional
Loss of key staff
Ensure procedures for covering key functions are
documented.
Ensure files (electronic and paper), databases and software
can be accessed by appropriate staff.
Consider and check contingency arrangements, such as
contracting personnel to undertake/cover key functions.
Professional
Lack of Training
Determine a policy for training. Arrange annual review.
Regular Staff Appraisals to highlight any training needs.
Take advantage of any localised training through local
associations, SLCC etc.
Encourage staff to network with other Clerks in the area.
Maintain appropriate training records.
Professional
Attacks on Personnel
Ensure that an effective security sytem is in operation.
Ensure appropriate insurance cover held.
Ensure other workers in building are aware of staff
working alone.
Ensure staff have telephone access at all times during their
work.
Instruct out of office hours staff to refuse admittance to the
Council Offices to people unknown to them.
Lone working policy issued to lone workers.
Professional
Lack of Employee
Ensure that each employee has job description.
motivation/efficiency
Arrange regular staff appraisals.
Maintain appropriate staff records.
Defined training policy in operation.
Professional
Inability to retain and recruit staff
Review salary and staff structures regularly.
Regular Staff Appraisals. Complete exit questionnaire.

Review
timing

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

As and When

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Low

1

Monthly

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2
89

LCRS (Local Council Risk System)
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Employment of Staff

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Duty to Appoint
Requirement = To minimize risk arising from high turnover of staff.
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3
Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Completed by:

Control

Date:

Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

No of risks scored

6

Average
score:

1.8

90

LCRS (Local Council Risk System)
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Entertainment and the arts

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Provision of entertainment and support of the arts
Requirement = To ensure that appropriate insurance cover in place.
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Ref
Risk

Hazard

382

Administration/ Provision of inadequate insurance
Legal
cover

442

Administration/ Absence of key staff
Legal

0

Administration/ Inadequate Event Planning
Legal

149

Administration/ Lack of staff training
Legal

429

Environmental Vandalism

169

Environmental Noise pollution

0

167

Environmental Mass Crowd Misbehaviour

Financial

Failure to review rents and charges

Control

Carry out annual review of insurance to ensure appropriate
cover in place.
Ensure that any contractual insurance requirements are met.
Examine cover held by service providers.
Define responsibility for staff control.
Ensure that proper arrangements are in place to meet
service requirements.
Have arrangements in place for emergency cover.
Event management Plan created for each event.
Risk Assessment completed for each event.
High risk events liaise with Safety Advisory Group.
Determine Council policy for training.
Ensure that all staff receive appropriate training where
necessary.
Maintain records of training provided.
Maintain efficient and effective security.
Maintain liaison with local enforcement agencies.
Take action as appropriate against offenders.
Where appropriate set conditions in hire documentation.
Carry out regular site inspections.
Maintain record of any complaints received and instigate
prompt action where appropriate.
Liaise with local enforcement agencies.
Include in event management plans.
Event Management Plan created for each event.
Risk Assessment completed for each event.
High risk events liaise with Safety Advisory Group.
Direct liaison with police.
Review all charges annually

Review
timing

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

As and When

Low

High

3

Annually

Low

Medium

2

As and when

Low

High

3

Annually

Low

Medium

2

As and When

Low

Medium

2

As and when

Low

Medium

2

As and when

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

91
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Entertainment and the arts

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Provision of entertainment and support of the arts
Requirement = To ensure that proper contractual arrangements are in place.
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Ref
Risk
171

Financial

165

Financial

170

Financial

0

Fire

Hazard

Control

Contractual arrangements with
Ensure that a signed contract is in place as pre requisite of
service providers- films, artistes etc. service provision.
Ensure any contract requires provision of appropriate
insurance cover and other necessary documentation and
inspect documentation to confirm compliance.
Check/enforce contract conditions in interest of Council.
Failure to deliver the events planned Ensure that the resource requirements are detailed in the
budget process and approved by committee.
Use reputable/experienced/quality contractors who can
deliver to brief and help with back up provision.
Failure to collect rents and charges Define responsibility for collection of income.
for event stallholders
Ensure that all income due to the Council and received is
properly recorded.
Make provision for prompt banking.
Issue tickets and receipts for all income received.
Follow defined procedure for reminders in respect of
unpaid accounts.
Take appropriate recovery action where necessary.
Arrange appropriate internal audit testing.
Council approval required for write-off on any
irrecoverable debts.
Fire
Ensure Health/Safety testing complete.
Follow Fire Safety Risk Assessment Guide for open air
event and venues issued by HM Gov.
Ensure appropriate staff training.
Provide appropriate extinguishers etc.
Ensure appropriate signage in place.
Examine service providers documentation.
Ensure appropriate regulations/controls in hire
documentation.
Ensure emergency evacuation plans in place.

Review
timing

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

As and when

Low

High

3

As and When

Low

High

3

As and When

Low

Medium

2

As and When

Low

High

3

92

LCRS (Local Council Risk System)
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Entertainment and the arts

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Provision of entertainment and support of the arts

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement = To minimize loss through theft/misappropriation
Aim =

Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

173

Physical

Loss of equipment

440

Physical

Faulty Equipment

0

Physical

Terrorism

Completed by:

Control

Define policy for security of premises and equipment.
Determine responsibility for security/control of equipment.
Ensure effective security arrangements in place.
Maintain asset register.
Determine responsibility for use and control.
Check equipment before each use.
Arrange contract maintenance for specialist equipment.
Provide for any necessary staff training.
Provide for appropriate protective clothing.
Ensure that any necessary licences, certificates for use
have been obtained.
Ensure that security is sound.
Ensure that any disposals are properly dealt with.
Maintain proper records.
Event Management Plan created for each event.
Risk Assessment completed for each event.
Develop major incident plan.
High risk events liaise with Safety Advisory Group.
Direct liaison with police.

Date:

Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

Low

Medium

2

As and When

Low

High

3

As and when

Low

High

3

No of risks scored

15

Average
score:

2.5

93

LCRS (Local Council Risk System)
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Financial Management

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Duty to ensure responsibility for financial affairs
Requirement = To minimize the risk of loss associated with failure to
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Ref
Risk
0

303

302

0

41

305

Hazard

Control

Administration/ Failure to maintain record of
Legal
Council assets.

Define responsibility for maintenance of asset register.
Ensure that all acquisitions/disposals are accurately and
promply recorded.
Carry out periodical inventory checks.
Administration/ Failure to comply with HMRC
Ensure that value added tax is properly administered.
Legal
Regulations on VAT
Refer to guidance in HMRC Notice 749. Seek further
guidance from HMRC where necessary.
Ensure that all input tax and output tax is properly
recorded.
Complete and submit VAT claims promptly and on a
regular basis. Reconcile claims to cashbook.
Administration/ Failure to comply with HMRC
Maintenance of comprehensive records of all calculations
Legal
Regulations on Tax
of income tax, national insurance deducted from pay.
Regular returns to HMRC; prepared by the RFO; checked
by the Town Clerk.
Arrange prompt payment of all sums due.
Administration/ Incurring expenditure without proper Record in minutes under which expenditure is being
Legal
legal authority
approved. Budgetary process. Cheque signatories 2
Members up to a value of £249,999 and 3 Members over
£250,000. Internet banking signatories 1 Member and
Town Clerk up to £50,000.
Financial
Failure to keep proper financial
Define responsibility through appointment of RFO.
records
Ensure appropriate Standing Orders and Financial
Regulations in place that are subject to periodic review.
Monthly Bank reconciliation and statements for all
accounts reviewed by Chair of P & F.
Implement effective independent Internal Audit.
Arrange for quarterly financial reports to
Committee/Council.
Financial
Risk to third party as a consequence Ensure that appropriate insurance cover/policy is in force.
of providing a service

Review
timing

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Quarterly

Low

Medium

2

Quarterly

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Monthly

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2
94
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Financial Management

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Duty to ensure responsibility for financial affairs
Requirement = Safeguarding Council Funds
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

Review
timing

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

0

Financial

Loss of income through poor
banking arrangements including
borrowing and lending

Annual Investment Strategy approved by Council annually.

Annually

Low

Low

1

304

Financial

Annually

Low

Medium

2

360

Financial

Annually

Low

Medium

2

347

Financial

Failure to ensure proper use of funds Ensure that all expenditure under section 137 is seperately
under specific powers under section recorded in the cashbook.
137 of LG Act 1972
Ensure that total expenditure does not exceed the statutory
limitation for the Council.
Ensure that all grant applications are complete and fully
supported prior to submission to committee/Council
Ensure that all approvals are properly recorded in Council
minutes.
Ensure that no alternative statutory authority is available.
Failure to set a Precept within sound Determine responsibility of Clerk/Committee/Council.
budgeting arrangements
Ensure that presentation to Committee & Council follows
an agreed timetable.
Ensure that Precept is set as a result of a full report
detailing requirements for forthcoming year for all heads
of income and expenditure.
Review all charges made by the Council.
Review adequacy of all balances and reserves.
Ensure that effective budget monitoring is in place
throughout the year.
Poor Financial Management
Determine responsibility for the management of the
financial affairs of the Council.
Maintain and review Standing Orders/Financial
regulations/Procurement Policy and circulate/communicate
to staff.
Maintain an effective budgetary control/financial reporting
system.
Maintain an effective Internal Audit.

Annually

Low

Medium

2

95
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Financial Management

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Duty to ensure responsibility for financial affairs
Requirement = Sound Financial Management
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Ref
Risk

Hazard

0

Financial

Payment made to non existent
supplier

306

Financial

Loss of money through
theft/misappropriation

0

Financial

Failure to maintain an effective
payments system

LCRS (Local Council Risk System)

Control

Segregation of duties. POs raised by officers and
authorised by senior officer. Invoices processed by
Finance Assistant. Authorised by RFO. PO/Invoice given
to signatories when signing. TC initials cheques/RFO
initials printed copy of online payments. Procurement
Procedures. Financial Regs.
Determine responsibility for cash at all sources.
Ensure that receipts are issued for all cash income.
Ensure that secure arrangements are in place for all monies
held pending banking.
Ensure that proper arrangements are in place for prompt
recording and banking of all cash received.
Ensure regular bank reconciliation.
Arrange regular reports to Council.
Ensure that Council holds adequate fidelity guarantee
insurance.
2 Members to sign cheques up to £249,999 and 3 members
for any over £250,000. Town Clerk and 1 Member to
autorise internet payments.
Weekly checking of bank statements by TC for large
extraction of funds.
Determine responsibility for control of expenditure.
All payments to be supported by an invoice/voucher.
All detail to be checked and payment entered into a
cashbook.
All payments up to £249,999 to be approved by 2
Members who are cheque signatories or 3 Members if over
£250,000
All cheques to be signed by at least two authorised
Members. All internet banking transactions authorised by
the Town Clerk and 1 authorised Member.
All expenditure to be the subject of sound budgetary
control.
© Copyright DMH Solutions Year 2010. All rights reserved.

Review
timing

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value
Low

Low

1

Monthly

Low

Low

1

Monthly

Low

Medium

2
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Financial Management

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Duty to ensure responsibility for financial affairs

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement = To minimise the risk of loss due to
Aim =

Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

0

Financial Payroll

Fictitious /duplicate staff on payroll

0

Financial Payroll

Hours claimed incorrectly on
timesheets

Completed by:

Date:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

RFO runs payroll. TC signs new employee forms,
timesheets and sage printout of all staff paid. TC signs
telepay form. Internal Audit checks bi-annually
Employee & Line Manager sign, PA to TC completes
initial checks and raises queries, RFO checks, TC
authorises all timesheets

Position:

No of risks scored

Low

Low

1

Low

Low

1

15

Average
score:

1.7

97

LCRS (Local Council Risk System)
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LCRS 5. Risks report

General Data Protection
Regulation

Your Duty = Duty to comply with data protection principles

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022
Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement = To ensure that statutory requirements are met.
Aim =
Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

0

Administration/ Breach of confidentiality
Legal

0

Administration/ Breach of data protection principles
Legal

Completed by:

Date:

Registered under the Data Protection Act.
Formalise Procedure for dealing with Confidential Data.
Train all staff on Data Protection Legislation.
Policy and Procedure for Data Protection and record
retention.
Privacy Notices.
Training in data protection.
Registered with ICO.

Position:

Review
timing
Daily

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value
Low
Low
1

Daily

No of risks scored

Low

2

Medium

2

Average
score:

1.5

98

LCRS (Local Council Risk System)
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LCRS 5. Risks report

Gifts

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Power to accept

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement = To protect interest of Council and Members
Aim =

Review
timing

Ref
Risk
453

Hazard

Control

Administration/ Bribery - Failure to notify/record
Legal
gifts

Completed by:

Date:

Ensure that all staff/members are aware of responsibilities.
Maintain gift register and publish on website.
Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

No of risks scored

Low

1

Medium

2

Average
score:

2.0
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Investments

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Power to participate in schemes of collective investment
Requirement = To maintain proper records.
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3
Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

200

Administration/ Maintenance of Investment Register RFO responsible for maintenance of investment register.
Legal
Maintain effective Internal Audit.

Annually

Low

Low

1

199

Financial

Failure to review interest rates etc.

Annually

Low

Medium

2

377

Financial

Financial Loss i.e. theft

Annually

Low

Medium

2

198

Financial

Inappropriate investment

Annually

Low

High

3

Completed by:

Date:

Determine policy and responsibility for investment of
Council funds.
Carry out regular review to ensure maximum return is
achieved.
Determine policy/responsibility for investment.
Ensure that type of investment is subject to Council
approval.
Ensure that transactions where appropriate are subject to
counter signatures of Clerk/authorised Council Members.
Arrange for regular financial/monitoring report to Council.
Only allow transfers between Council Accounts
Define policy and responsibility for investment of Council
funds.
Annual Investment Policy review.

Position:

No of risks scored

4

Average
score:

2.0

100
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Land

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Power to acquire by agreement, to appropriate, to dispose of
Requirement = To ensure that all assets of the council are properly recorded.
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3
Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

25

Administration/ Maintenance of Asset Register
Legal

21

Environmental Maintenance of land including grass Define responsibility for maintenance and ensure that a
cutting
planned programme is in place.
Maintain adequate records of inspection to ensure that
maintenance has been properly carried out.
Environmental Vandalism
Review security and monitor all areas on a regular basis.
CCTV to be installed where appropriate
Record, report & maintain liaison with appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Environmental Fly tipping
Define policy/responsibility for site control/security.
Carry out periodical site inspection.
Provide proper facilities for control and removal of waste.
Record, report & maintain liaison with appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Financial
Inadequate budget provision
Ensure that all anticipated income/costs are provided for in
Budgetary process.
Physical
Public/Personal Injury
Risk Assessments undertaken and reviewed.
Ensure that all staff have appropriate training and adhere
to approved working practices.
Ensure that the correct, properly maintained
tools/equipment are available as appropriate.
Ensure that all appropriate disclaimer notices, warning
signs etc. are in place.
Ensure that any risks to the public are minimised or
eliminated wherever possible.
Maintain records of training.
Maintain records of any injuries.
Define responsibility in job descriptions etc.
Ensure that the Council holds adequate insurance cover.

413

20

23

239

Completed by:
LCRS (Local Council Risk System)

RFO responsible for maintenance of an asset register.

Date:

Position:
© Copyright DMH Solutions Year 2010. All rights reserved.

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Weekly

Low

Low

1

As and When

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

No of risks scored

6

Average
score:
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Meetings of the Council

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Duty to meet
Requirement = Proper recording of council minutes.
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Ref
Risk
34

0

40

36

355

Hazard

Control

Administration/ Failure to record Council business in Ensure proper, timely and accurate recording of Council
Legal
Minutes
business in the minutes.
Ensure that all minutes are signed.
Maintain security of master copy.
Administration/ Failure to provide appropriate access Ensure that access is available to all.
Legal
Have regard to provisions for Disablement & Disability.
Set aside specific area for Press & Public.
Administration/ Failure to respond to the elector's
Ensure members and staff are aware of Electors'
Legal
wish to exercise his/her rights
Rights.
Follow procedures for dealing with enquiries.
Increase awareness of accessibilty of the Council to the
public.
Monitor that responses have been made within agreed
deadlines.
Administration/ Failure to comply with new
Ensure relevant new legislation is reported to Council.
Legal
Regulations/Legislation
Ensure that proper training policy is in place.
Continue in membership of appropriate local/national
associations.
Continue to subscribe to appropriate publications.
Encourage staff networking.
Administration/ Failure to meet statutory duty on
All notices are posted in the prescribed places 3 clear days
Legal
meetings
prior to any meeting,
All Members are notified of Meetings by way of a
summons and agenda.
Ensure meeting quorate and maintain attendance records.
Minutes of all meetings are taken and kept.
Arrange signing by Chair and maintain file.

Review
timing

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Quarterly

Low

High

3

Monthly

Low

Low

1

Annually

Medium

Low

2

Monthly

Low

High

3

Monthly

Low

Medium

2

102
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Meetings of the Council

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Duty to meet

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement = Ensure that provisions of the act are met
Aim =

Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

0

Administration/ Failure to comply with Disability
Legal
and Discrimination & Equalities
Acts

0

Physical

Security Failure

0

Physical

Personal Injury

Completed by:

Date:

Ensure that all conditions of the Act as they affect service
provision are met.
Allocate responsibility to ensure that standards/ongoing
requirements are met.
Carry out periodical review of service on new
services/events/equipment etc.
Define policy for security of staff, members, premises and
equipment.
Allocate responsibility for security/control and
implementation.
Report, record & maintain liaison with local appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Ensure that appropriate regulations/controls are in place to
minimise the risk of injury to officers, members & public.
Ensure that defined standards are being maintained and
communicated.
Ensure that, where necessary, appropriate notices are in
place.
Ensure that the Council has appropriate insurance cover.

Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

Monthly

No of risks scored

Low

High

3

Low

Low

1

Low

Low

1

8

Average
score:

2.0

103
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Museum

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement =
Aim =
Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

Review
timing

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

As and when

Low

Low

1

Weekly

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Low

1

Financial

Museum to maintain accreditation status to improve
eligibility for funding.
Museum continues to run as a free enterprise for the public.
Staff training in this area reviewed annually.
Vandalism
CCTV system to be monitored daily.
Annual check ups by installation company.
Staff to be trained in use of CCTV system.
Security procedure in place.
Inadequately trained staff
Museum staff training reviewed annually.
Specialist training sought through the MA/SMG for both
staff & volunteers.
Stock losses
Annual stock checks.
Curator has responsibility for checks.
Record of all stock purchases/sales kept
Inappropriate budget codes/headings Review annually to ensure budget headings remain relevant

Annually

Low

Low

1

0

Financial

Theft

Annually

Low

Medium

2

0

Financial

Inadequate Insurance cover - Art

Annually

Low

Low

1

0

Financial

Inappropriate Funding Applications

As and when

Low

Low

1

0

Administration/ Failure to Risk Assess
Legal

0

Environmental Temperature, Humidity Controls &
Museum Pests

0

Financial

0

Financial

0

Financial

0

Financial

0

Ensure procedural risk assessments are carried out for
individual events and working/operating procedures.
Ensure risk assessments are kept on file.
Review file annually.
Data loggers in store rooms & cases
Regular recordings of humidity & temperature readings

Museum ineligible for external
funding

Security procedure in place for contacting local police.
Salvage plan in place.
10 year review of full art collection undertaken.
New accessions added to rolling register.
Curator responsible for dealing with grant applications.
Ensure any conditions are adhered to.
Carry out regular monitoring & review.
Applications checked by ACT

104
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Museum

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement =
Aim =
Ref
Risk

Hazard

0

Financial

Insufficient funds to manage the
Museum

0

Financial

Budget overspend

0

Physical

Maintenance of equipment

0

Physical

Accidental damage to collection
(mechanical damage)

0

Physical

Inadequate Staff Provision

0

Physical

Loss of Museum MODES database

0

Physical

Non DBS checked staff

0

Physical

Lack of Volunteer supervision

Control

Review
timing

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Set Annual Budget and approve by committee. Monthly
budget printouts to monitor totals
Regular review of individual budget totals by Curator
Annual budget in place.
Monthly review of budget totals to keep up to date.
Curator has responsibility for use & control.
Arrange maintenance contract for specialist equipment.
Provide for any necessary equipment.
Ensure that security is in place.
Team trained in handling of Museum objects.
Items on open display protected & monitored by CCTV
and checked regularly.
Items stored safely within storage areas with adequate
protection.
Collections management budget available for conservation
if needed.
Manage staff leave effectively to ensure coverage.
Monitor training needs to cover personnel gaps.
Train volunteers for certain tasks.
Annually review staff provision.
Keep external backups of information stored on database
in the cloud.
Hard copy backups in museum safe.
DBS checks undertaken & monitored.

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Low

1

Weekly

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Curator to ensure staff are present to supervise volunteers
at all times.
Contacts available in place in case of cancellation of
volunteer's hours necessary.

As and when

Low

Low

1
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Museum

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement =
Aim =

Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

0

Physical

Natural disasters - flooding, fire

0

Physical

Lack of staff cover for events

0

Physical

Security of Collection

0

Physical

Storage problems

0

Physical

Data Protection issues

0

Physical

Concurrent sick leave

0

Professional

Unqualified/trained staff

Completed by:

Date:

Emergency Plan in place.
Risk Assessments completed for all storage/gallery spaces.
Salvage inventory kept on file. Salvage kit available at 2
sites: Museum & A Team Premises. Contacts database
maintained for salvage.
Manage staff leave effectively.
Procedure in place in case of event cancellation.
Curator has responsibility for all items.
Maintenance of CCTV records for Galleries.
Daily staff checks of store rooms.
Ensure locking up procedure in place.
Ensure adequate insurance cover.
Ensure stock ordered does not exceed storage capacity.
Have an overflow storage area in place.
Ensure all consent forms for events & outreach are kept on
file for only as long as needed.
Shred all irrelevant personal data records for the public.
Procedures in place for functioning of museum.
Contact procedure in place for contacting
volunteers/managing diary of Curator.
Saturday closure procedure in place.
Annual review of training needs.
Training programme in place.
Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

Low

High

3

As and when

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Low

1

As and when

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

No of risks scored

25

Average
score:

1.6
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Newsletters

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Power to provide from 'free resource'

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement = To minimize associated risk
Aim =

Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Administration/ Defamation
Legal

Ensure that all input is subject to careful check.
Ensure that adequate insurance cover is held.

Quarterly

Low

Low

1

0

Administration/ Failure to meet statutory obligation
Legal
re non - political content

Quarterly

Low

Medium

2

0

Environmental Failure to deliver and litter

Quarterly

Low

Low

1

0

Financial

Inadequate budget provision

Annually

Low

Low

1

0

Physical

Non production of newsletter

Editorial Board and Town Clerk to ensure that content of
newsletter is carefully tested to ensure that statutory
requirement is met.
Appoint reliable distributor.
Prepare written conditions for service providers.
Test distribution arrangements.
Take appropriate action against offenders.
Ensure that service requirements are included in budgetary
process.
Determine responsibilty and ensure that all publication
deadlines are met.
Ensure that all agreements with service providers are in
place.
Monitor performance to ensure that contract
conditions/obligations are met.
Enforce contract conditions.
Review conditions periodically.

Quarterly

Low

Low

1

251

Completed by:

Date:

Position:

No of risks scored

5

Average
score:

1.2
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Open spaces

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Power to acquire land and maintain
Requirement = To minimize risk/complaint arising from pollution at council
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3
Review
timing

Ref
Risk
320

Hazard

Control

Environmental Pollution

0

Environmental Vandalism

433

Environmental Fly tipping

0

Financial

Inadequate budget provision

441

Physical

Personal injury

Completed by:

Carry out regular site inspections.
Maintain record of any complaints received and instigate
prompt action where appropriate.
Record, report & maintain liaison with appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Arrange for regular site visits.
Report, record & maintain liaison with local appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Take reasonable action to maintain security of sites.
Define policy for dealing with offenders.
Carry out daily week day site inspections.
Ensure any hazardous substances are properly dealt with.
Report, record & maintain liaison with appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Enforce regulations/byelaws as appropriate.
Ensure that service income/expenditure is detailed in
budgetary process.
Ensure that appropriate regulations/controls/risk
assessments are in place and communicated to minimise
the risk of injury to all facility users.
Arrange regular site inspection to ensure that defined
standards are being maintained.
Ensure that, where necessary, appropriate signage is in
place.
Maintain detailed records.
Ensure appropriate insurance cover in place.

Date:

Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Daily

Low

Low

1

Daily

Medium

Low

2

Daily

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

No of risks scored

5

Average
score:

1.2
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Planning & Development
Control

Your Duty = Rights of consultation
Requirement = To meet consultation timetable
Aim = Ensure the reduction in antisocial behaviour is considered

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022
Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Ref
Risk
202

Hazard

Control

Environmental Failure to comply within
consultation deadline

Completed by:

Ensure adequate number of Planning & Transportation
Committee meetings are arranged.
Where necessary liaise with the Planning Authority for
possible extension.

Date:

Position:

Review
timing
Annually

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value
Low
Medium
2

No of risks scored

1

Average
score:

2.0

109
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Play Areas

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Power to provide
Requirement = To maintain a register of inspections/checks and of
Aim = Complete complaint etc. register as required

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3
Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

0

Administration/ Inadequate maintenance of records
Legal

0

Financial

Inadequate budget provision

0

Financial

Inadequate insurance cover

0

Physical

Personal Injury

Completed by:

Date:

To ensure that proper records are kept for all
daily/monthly/quarterly and annual checks/inspections.
To ensure that proper records of all complaints/injuries are
maintained.
Record, report & maintain liaison with appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Ensure that service requirements are detailed in annual
budget process.
To include all relevant risks on the Council's insurance
policy
LTC visual inspection daily Mon-Fri, more detailed
inspection of operation of equipment quarterly.
ADC monthly inspection of play areas, equipment &
surfaces. ATC/CRO to check annually competence of
ADC play inspection team.
Annual inspection and report by suitably qualified
professional.
Ensure that inspection timetable is adhered to and
inspection log completed.
Maintain records of all inspections/maintenance.
Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Daily

Low

Low

1

No of risks scored

4

Average
score:

1.0
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Provision of Office
Accommodation

Your Duty = Power to provide

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022
Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement = To ensure proper financial provision.
Aim =
Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

0

Financial

Inadequate budget provision

Ensure requirements included in annual budget process.

350

Physical

Poor/Faulty Office Furniture

349

Physical

Poor Office Conditions

0

Physical

Fire

0

Physical

Blocking/restricting fire evacuation
routes

Technical

Defective Electrical
Equipment/Machinery

Arrange periodical inspection of office furniture and
fittings. Where appropriate arrange repair or replace.
Arrange periodical inspection of office.
Report any adverse conditions to Council/Committee as
appropriate. Arrange regular repair/maintenance program.
Review Fire Risk Assessments.
Ensure Health & Safety testing complete.
Ensure appropriate staff training.
Provide for strict security/control of hazardous materials
held by Council.
Provide appropriate fire extinguishers etc and maintain at
least annually.
Ensure appropriate signage is in place.
Ensure appropriate regulations/controls in hire
documentation.
Ensure staff are aware of the need to maintain clear the
fire exits.
Caretakers to check on a daily basis
Ensure maintenance agreement/contract in place where
appropriate.
Ensure any contract requires provision of appropriate
insurance cover and other necessary documentation and
inspect documentation to confirm compliance.
Allocate responsibility for local repair/maintenance.
Arrange regular inspection to ensure that any statutory
obligations are met. E.g.PAT testing, 5 year electric test.
Maintain appropriate records.

357

Completed by:

Date:

Position:

Review
timing
Annually

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value
Low
Medium
2

Quarterly

Low

Low

1

Quarterly

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

As and when

Low

Medium

2

Monthly

Low

Low

1

No of risks scored

6

Average
score:

1.3
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Public buildings and Village
hall

Your Duty = Power to provide buildings for offices and for public meetings
Requirement = To provide effective control of facility bookings etc
Aim =

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Ref
Risk
400

411

Hazard

Control

Administration/ Failure to complete user agreements Determine responsibility for dealing with user applications.
Legal
Completed agreement to be a pre-requisite of facility hire.
Arrange periodical review of conditions of use etc.
Administration/ Failure to obtain necessary licences Determine responsibility for obtaining licences, maintain
Legal
adequate records of applications, renewals etc.

266

Environmental Noise etc pollution

272

Financial

Failure to set/review charges

439

Financial

Failure to collect income

267

Financial

Inadequate budget provision

In lease where appropriate set conditions in hire
documentation.
Carry out regular site inspections.
Maintain record of any complaints received and instigate
prompt action where appropriate.
Record, report & maintain liaison with appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Ensure that all charges are reviewed annually as an
integral part of the budgetary process.
Determine responsibility for collection of income.
Ensure that all income due to the Council and received is
properly recorded.
Arrange for prompt banking of all income.
Follow defined procedure for reminders in respect of
unpaid accounts.
Take appropriate recovery action where necessary.
Arrange appropriate internal audit testing.
Council approval required for write-off on any bad debts.
Ensure that service/facility requirements are detailed in
Budget process.

Review
timing
Annually

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value
Low
Low
1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

High

3
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Public buildings and Village
hall

Your Duty = Power to provide buildings for offices and for public meetings
Requirement = To minimize risk associated with the use of hazardous
Aim =

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Ref
Risk

Hazard

271

Physical

Hazardous substances

262

Physical

Security of premises and contents

269

Physical

Vandalism

268

Physical

Theft

264

Physical

Fire

LCRS (Local Council Risk System)

Control

Assessments carried out.
Define responsibility for use and control.
Provide for any necessary training.
Provide for appropriate protective clothing.
Ensure that any necessary licences, certificates for use
have been obtained.
Ensure that security is sound. Suitable storage provided.
Ensure that any disposals are properly dealt with.
Maintain proper records.
Define policy for security of premises and equipment.
Allocate responsibility for security/control of equipment.
Maintain asset register.
Ensure tenants maintain efficient and effective security.
Record, report & maintain liaison with appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Take action as appropriate against offenders.
Determine responsibility for security with hirers.
Ensure that security of all plant, equipment and premises is
recognised as a priority.
Provide for required staff training.
Maintain register of assets.
Record, report & maintain liaison with appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Fire risk assessments reviewed.
Ensure Health/Safety testing complete.
Ensure appropriate staff training.
Provide for strict security/control of hazardous materials
held by Council.
Provide appropriate extinguishers etc.
Ensure appropriate signage in place.
Ensure appropriate regulations/controls in hire
documentation.
© Copyright DMH Solutions Year 2010. All rights reserved.

Review
timing
Annually

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value
Low
Medium
2

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Medium

Low

2

Annually

Low

Low

1

Quarterly

Low

High

3
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Public buildings and Village
hall

Your Duty = Power to provide buildings for offices and for public meetings
Requirement = To ensure proper maintenance of premises and minimize risk
Aim =

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Ref
Risk
263

Physical

Hazard

Control

Maintenance of buildings

Completed by:

Define responsibility for maintenance.
Carry out regular inspections of all buildings.
Ensure that where appropriate proper contractual
arrangements are in place.
Ensure any contract requires provision of appropriate
insurance cover and other necessary documentation and
inspect documentation to confirm compliance.
Arrange staff training where required.
Maintain detailed records of all work scheduled/completed.

Date:

Position:

Review
timing
Annually

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value
Low
Medium
2

No of risks scored

12

Average
score:

1.8
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Shelters & Seats

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Power to provide

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement =
Aim =

Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

0

Administration/ Inadequate budgetary provision
Legal

Ensure anticipated costs are provided for in budget setting
process

0

Administration/ Provision of inadequate standard of
Legal
seating.

0

Environmental Vandalism

0

Physical

Injury or damage arising from use.

0

Technical

Provision of inadequate public
seating

0

Technical

Inadequate maintenance of shelters
and seats

Determine Council policy for acceptance/provision of
seating. Including where appropriate guidance on
nominated/preferred suppliers.
Arrange secure installation.
Liaise with County re licenses
Record, report & maintain liaison with appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Determine policy for dealing with offenders.
Carry out regular inspection of public seating & maintain
records.
Have necessary arrangements in place for repair/renewal.
Ensure that appropriate insurance cover is held.
Ensure that all applicants wishing to provide public seating
are provided with a copy of the council policy.
Inspect all seats prior to acceptance to ensure required
standards are met.
Determine responsibility for maintenance of property.
Arrange regular inspection and cleaning.
Arrange repairs and maintenance as per programme or as
required.
Have arrangement in place to remove/replace dangerous
equipment.
Maintain records of repairs and maintenance.

Completed by:

Date:

Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value
Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

No of risks scored

6

Average
score:

1.0
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Social media

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement = To Minimise Risk to Council and Public
Aim =

Review
timing

Ref
Risk
0

0

0

0

0

Hazard

Control

Administration/ Dependence upon an individual
Legal

Ensure that a minimum of 2 people have the necessary
ability to undertake all input and monitoring of social
media and are up to date with current practice.
Provide training where necessary to minimise risk
Administration/ Placing Information on Social media Ensure that all involved are aware of the risks involved
Legal
that may put people at risk.
when publishing information regarding individuals or
groups of individuals. Implement a policy to follow best
practice guidelines to protect those involved.
Administration/ Non compliance with Data
When posting or storing personal information on social
Legal
Protection Act
media sites ensure permission is obtained and that the 8
principles of data protection have been followed.
Administration/ Lack of motivation for management Recognise risks associated with poor site maintenance and
Legal
of social media sites
development - lack of users- lack of feedback - user
dissatisfaction waste of resources. Arrange for regular
review of content by more than one person not involved
with keeping sites up to date.
P & F and Members will have a monitoring role.
Communication Strategy focuses on social media and
comms
Technical
Inadequate control of Social media Issue a set of written guidelines controlling social media
sites
sites

Completed by:

Date:

Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

Medium

Low

2

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

No of risks scored

5

Average
score:

1.6
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Street/Footway Lighting

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Power to provide

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement = To ensure proper agreements in place
Aim =

Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

278

Administration/ Failure of Service level agreements
Legal
with WSCC

203

Environmental Failure to provide lighting

293

Environmental Fly posting

285

Environmental Vandalism

290

Financial

Inadequate budget provision

281

Physical

Maintenance

Completed by:

Date:

Ensure that all service level agreements are fully
completed and operational.
Monitor performance to ensure PFI's conditions met.
Review conditions periodically.
Monitor Service Level Agreement with WSCC on a
regular basis.
Report any faulty lights as soon as possible.
Monitor service arrangements/PFI with WSCC & their
contractor on regular basis.
Record, report & maintain liaison with appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Take action as appropriate against offenders.
Maintain efficient and effective security.
Record, report & maintain liaison with appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Take action as appropriate against offenders.
Ensure that service/facility requirements are detailed in
budget process.
Define responsibility for maintenance.
Ensure contractual arrangements in place for
renewal/repair.
WSCC to maintain detailed records of all work
scheduled/completed.

Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Medium

Low

2

As and When

Medium

Low

2

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

No of risks scored

6

Average
score:

1.3
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Tourism

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Power to contribute to organisations encouraging tourism
Requirement =
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3
Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

0

Administration/ Not achieving required amount of
Legal
Initiatives

0

Financial

205

Physical

CRC meetings.

Failure to deliver tourism objectives Regular meetings of Community Resources Committee,
who make Tourism decisions.
Supervision meetings monitor progress & issues
Inadequate budget provision
Ensure that service requirement is included in annual
budget process.

Completed by:

Date:

Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Medium

Low

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

No of risks scored

3

Average
score:

2.0
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Village Signs

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Power to erect (with Highway Authority approval)

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement =
Aim =

Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

As and when

Low

Low

1

0

Administration/ Failure to obtain necessary approval Determine responsibility for administration.
Legal
Ensure that appropriate applications are submitted to
Highway Authority.
Financial
Inadequate budget provision
Ensure service requirement included in annual budget.

Annually

Low

Medium

2

0

Physical

Inadequate maintenance

As and When

Low

Low

1

206

Physical

Vandalism

Annually

Low

Low

1

0

Completed by:

Determine responsibility for maintenance.
Arrange periodic inspection.
Arrange for repairs/maintenance as required.
Carry out regular inspection of signs.
Record, report & maintain liaison with appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Take action as appropriate against offenders.

Date:

Position:

No of risks scored

4

Average
score:

1.3
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War Memorials

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty = Power to maintain, repair, protect and adapt war memorials
Requirement =
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3
Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

0

Physical

Inadequate maintenance

208

Physical

Vandalism

469

Physical

Inadequate budget provision

Completed by:

Control

Define responsibility for maintenance.
Carry out regular inspections of memorials.
Maintain detailed records of all work scheduled/completed.
Ensure any contract requires provision of appropriate
insurance cover and other necessary documentation and
inspect documentation to confirm compliance.
Maintain security.
Record, report & maintain liaison with appropriate
enforcement agencies.
Take action as appropriate against offenders.
Review service provision within annual budget process.

Date:

Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Medium

2

Annually

Low

Medium

2

No of risks scored

3

Average
score:

1.7
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Web Sites

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement = To minimise risk
Aim =
Ref
Risk

Hazard

0

Administration/ Non compliance with Freedom of
Legal
Information Act

0

Administration/ Availability of Software tools to
Legal
build and manage site

0

Administration/ The placing of information on site
Legal
that may put people at risk

0

Administration/ Lack of motivation for continued
Legal
management of website

0

Administration/ Non conformance with the Data
Legal
Protection Act

Control

Ensure that legal requirements are met in full.
Ensure that ALL information, as declared in the Council
Model Publication Scheme (MPS), is available via the
Town Clerk and alternatively via the web site.
Anti virus software, image management software and a
word processor.
Software tools supplied by Webcurl and Tan Westlake for
Visit Littlehampton Website
Ensure that all involved are aware of the risks involved
when publishing information regarding individuals or
groups of individuals. Website policy that follows best
practice guidelines to protect those involved.
Recognise risks associated with poor site maintenance and
development - lack of users - lack of feed back - user
dissatisfaction - waste of resources.
Ensure that proper recognition is given to site manager.
Arrange for regular review of site content, and
development .
P&F have close monitoring Role as do Members.
Communication Strategy focuses on website and
communication.
Where posting information to web site, or storing personal
information, ensure that permission is in place and the
eight principles of data protection have been followed: The
data must be; fairly and lawfully processed; processed for
limited purposes; adequate, relevant and not excessive;
accurate; not kept longer than necessary; processed in
accordance with the data subject's rights; secure; and not
transferred to countries without adequate protection.

Review
timing

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

Low

Low

1

As and when

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Quarterly

Medium

Low

2

As and when

Low

Low

1
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Web Sites

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty =
Requirement = To ensure that council has full control of website
Aim =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Ref
Risk
0

0

0

0

457

0

0

0

0

Hazard

Control

Administration/ Ownership and Control of Universal Ensure that the Town Clerk to the Council is listed as
Legal
Resource Locator (URL)
registrant of the website.
Ensure that hosting charges and domain renewal charges
are met by Council.
Ensure that details are held of the web address, account
name, user name and password to manage the web address.
Administration/ Risk arising from use of unlicensed The Council must ensure that only properly licensed
Legal
software
software is used and must maintain records of all software
used to build and manage the site.
Administration/ Confusion arising from links to
Ensure that adequate control is in place and that website
Legal
external websites
makes clear Council privacy policy that it is not
responsible for the privacy practices or the content of
external Web sites.
Administration/ Dependence upon an individual
Ensure that a minimum of two people have the necessary
Legal
ability to undertake all website activity and are up to date
with current site status.
Provide training where necessary to minimise risk.
Administration/ Innapropriate content
Ensure that all general design is specifically approved by
Legal
Council & Communication Manager, who regularly
reviews whole site.
Administration/ Compromise of copyright by
If website contains links to other sites ensure permission of
Legal
inclusion of website links or frames destination website is prerequisite where appropriate most are public authorities etc.
Financial
Inadequate budget provision
Ensure service requirement included in annual budgetary
process.
Technical
Failure of Website/Internet Providers Ensure a backup copy of data is maintained.
Liaise with provider to ensure early reinstatement of
service.
Technical
Inadequate control of web site
Adhere to website policy which will be reviewed annually.

Review
timing

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Medium

Low

2

Weekly

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1
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Web Sites

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty =

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3

Requirement = To minimise risk arising from poor design.
Aim =

Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

0

Technical

Risk arising from poor
design/appearance of web site

0

Technical

Failure to meet needs/expectations
of visitors to site

Completed by:

Date:

Ensure that design is undertaken by suitably qualified and
experienced operators. (Webcurl & Tann Westlake)
Get details of and view previously developed sites.
Set standards for site design and ensure that Council is
provided with full details prior to implementation.
Ensure website meets Government guidance on
accessibility requirements for public sector websites
Webcurl design & develop LTC site. Tann Westlake
design & develop Visit Littlehampton Site.
Maintain a record of all views, comments, complaints
received.
Carry out a regular review of the web site, with third
parties where appropriate and initiate agreed
changes/improvements where necessary.
Maintain dialogue with site visitors where appropriate
through 'contact us' sections on Websites.
Position:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

As and when

Low

Low

1

Annually

Low

Low

1

No of risks scored

16

Average
score:

1.1
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Youth Service Provision

Littlehampton Town Council
Assessment for year 2021 To 2022

Your Duty =
Requirement =
Aim = To be committed to the ongoing provision of services to

Scoring note:
Low = 1,
Medium =2
and High =3
Review
timing

Ref
Risk

Hazard

Control

0

Administration/ Failure of Arun Community Church
Legal
to deliver contract

0

Financial

Loss of assets

0

Financial

Inadequate budget provision

Completed by:

Date:

Your
action
Likelihood Impact
Risk required
on
of
(> 3)
occurrence Council Value

Arun Church to provide monthly written report including
performance metrics.
The quality of the Service and the effectiveness of the
activities run as part of the Service by Arun Church will
also be monitored jointly by Arun Church and the Town
Council through regular bi-monthly meetings and an
annual review meeting.
Arun Church agrees to attend at least one Town Council
committee meeting per annum to report on the Service and
budget if required.
Arun Church will demonstrate through reporting the
benefit of the Service to local young people.
Arun Church shall supply an inventory of equipment and
assets held at the end of each financial year.
Ensure anticapted costs are provided for in budgetary
process. CRC to approve any unplanned expense.
Position:

No of risks scored

Low

Medium

2

Medium

Low

2

Low

Low

1

3

Average
score:

1.7
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Unconfirmed Non-Exempt Minutes of a Meeting of the Standards SubCommittee held on Wednesday 9th September 2020 at 9.30am
Present:
Councillor Northeast (Chair)
Councillor Long
Councillor Seex
2020/2021
This meeting is available to view using the following link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iABlNE9pYo8

1. Election of a Chairman
It was proposed that Councillor Northeast, as Chair of the Governance and
Audi Committee, be elected Chair of the Sub-Committee. This proposal was
duly seconded, and it was therefore Resolved that:
Councillor Northeast be elected Chair of the
Standards Sub-Committee.
2. Virtual Meeting Protocol and Use of Mobile Devices
The Chair opened the meeting and explained how it would be conducted and
the protocol that would be followed, including how any break in the
proceedings due to technical difficulties would be managed.

3. Apologies
There were no apologies.

4. Declarations of Interest
Members and Officers were reminded to make any declarations of disclosable
pecuniary or personal and/or prejudicial interests that they might have in
relation to items on the Agenda. The standing declarations were noted.
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Councillors Long, Northeast and Seex also declared personal interests as
Town Councillors and acquaintances of the Member concerned.

5. Chair’s Report and Urgent Items
There was none.
6. Public Forum
In accordance with the Remote Meetings Protocol introduced by the Town
Council, members of the public who wished to address the Council or any of
its Committees during a remote meeting should have emailed their
representations one clear working day before the meeting. There was one:
Mr Chester asked:
The Council’s Standing Orders state that Governance and Audit may
'establish when required a Standards Sub Committee to determine how to
comply with the recommendations of the Monitoring Officer'.
Recommendations from the Standards Board from England are that
Standards Committee hearings should be heard in public where legally
possible and that an up to date register of complaints should be published.
The Arun website currently states that there are no complaints against
Councillors, has no in breach notices published and there have been no
meetings of the Standards Committee to consider any recommendations of an
assessment panel against any members of Littlehampton Town Council. Is
there any public openness and transparency in this process at all?

Response:
In thanking Mr Chester for his question, some clarification is required. The
Standards Board for England and the regime that went with it was abolished
by the Localism Act 2011. The current regime operates with each Council
being able to have its own Code of Conduct. Any complaints against
Councillors will be received by the Monitoring Officer and judged against this
Code and in accordance with the Principal Authority’s Local Assessment
Procedure. Where complaints are received about a Town Councillor, these
will be investigated, and a report put before a meeting of the Town Council’s
Standards Sub-Committee. At this stage, the matter is confidential, although
those who complained and those complained about will have contributed to
the investigation, been informed of the findings, and given the opportunity to
comment. When the Sub-Committee has reached a decision a notice of such
will be placed on either the Town Council or District Council website. This is
similar to the arrangements that are in place at the District Council for their
members. The Town Council will always consider whether it is in the public
interest to discuss exempt matters in public and in doing so whether this
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public interest outweighs the need for confidentiality. The Town Council has
decided that these matters should be discussed in the exempt part of the
agenda and this is picked up in our Standing Orders. The process is open
and transparent to both the complainants and the person complained
about. The outcome will be available to the public.
I am not aware of any other complaints against Littlehampton Town
Councillors and should point out that this is the first under these
arrangements. Therefore, there is nothing historically to record
publicly. When this matter is decided it will be the first entry on a register.

7. Exempt Business
It was Resolved that:
The public and accredited representatives of the press be excluded from
the Meeting under Section 100 Local Government Act 1972 due to the
confidential nature of the business to be conducted.
The following item is confidential in accordance with Paragraph 2 of Part
1 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972, being information,
which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual.

Summary of Matter Discussed in the Exempt Part of the Agenda
8. Exempt Officer’s Report
8.1. Code of Conduct Complaint
The Committee received and considered a confidential report (previously
circulated to Members of the Sub-Committee only) setting out an investigation
into complaints about the conduct of a Town Councillor alleging breaches of
the Town Council’s Code of Conduct.
The Sub Committee proceeded to consider the allegations, evidence, and
proposed resolution. The investigation had concluded that two allegations
were substantiated and in accordance with the principal authority’s Local
Assessment Procedure, an informal resolution was recommended that the
Councillor be provided with training. The Monitoring Officer had also provided
guidance on what the training should cover and requested that it be
completed promptly. Observing the informal agreement of all parties to the
Member concerned undertaking training, the Sub Committee considered this
an appropriate resolution. It was therefore Resolved that:
1. A Decision Notice detailing the outcome of
the investigation into the breaches of the
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Town Councils’ Code of Conduct be
prepared.
2. The Monitoring Officer’s recommendation
that training be provided to the Member
concerned be approved.
3. That authority be delegated to the Town Clerk
to arrange for the appropriate training to be
delivered independently and as soon as is
practicable.

The meeting closed at 10:16am.
_________________
CHAIR
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Littlehampton Town Council
Non- Confidential
Committee: Governance and Audit
Date: 9th February 2021
Report by: Town Clerk
Subject: Compliments and Complaints – 2020 Annual review
1. Background and Update
1.1 Reports on the performance of the complaints process are reviewed annually
by this Committee. The importance of encouraging and capturing feedback as a
means of measuring performance and identifying trends is acknowledged and
following an overhaul of the Town Council’s Complaints Policy and Procedures
in 2016, this reporting was extended to include compliments.
1.2 2020 was unusual and the exceptional circumstances generated by the nationwide response to the coronavirus pandemic resulted in a shift both in terms of
the Town Council’s ways of working and how residents interact with us. The
majority of enquiries that were received during 2020 related to requests for information on Covid-19 safety and support and needed signposting to the relevant public body or local support group, a trend that was also recently highlighted in the Annual Communications Review which revealed that the Town
Council’s messaging had altered in a similar way.
1.3 This trend is also reflected in the 2020 reporting which shows a marked reduction in the number of both complaints and compliments. The 2020 Register of
Compliments and Complaints are therefore attached as appendices 1 and 2 for
noting.

2.1

2. Recommendations
The Committee is Recommended to:
1. Note the report.

3.1

3. Financial Implications
There are none arising from this report.

Peter Herbert
Town Clerk
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COMPLAINTS
RECORD

Date

Source
(email/
phone etc)

17/02/2020

Phone

11/03/2020

Email

Nature of Complaint
Progress - Spring 2020
edition - Budget 2020-2021
Reporting - Complaint
regarding the reporting of
the change to the Town
Council's portion of the
Council Tax. Suggested it
could lead residents to
believe that this was the
only portion of the Council
Tax that was changing.
Dissatisfaction with level
council tax increase

Date of Initial
Acknowledgment

Passed
to

N/a

Resolution

Date of
resolution

Category

Explanation of the 17/02/2020
processes and
where residents
did receive this
information given.
Views
acknowledged &
passed to
Comms team for
consideration.

Comms

Letter explaining
rationale sent

Mayoral

ATC
11/03/2020

16/03/2020

Mayor
03/06/2020

08/05/2020

Letter

Email

Reported as
Planning
planning
enforcement
Complaint regarding dust
monitoring in
and excessive heavy vehicle enforcement matter
to
ADC
place
activity coming from
Sandfield Nursey,adjacent
ADC
to Trinidad Allotments.
Planning
Complaint that allotment
A Team
Plot holder
plot is overgrown and
investigated & plot
circumstances
seeding all over plot holder's
strimmed
investigated
allotment .
ATC

Ongoing
monitoring
Allotments

Monitored &
resolved
15/6/20

Allotments
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17/06/2020

29/06/2020

Email

Email

Complaint regarding
Agreed that wording
misleading wording on
was ambiguous
commemorative plaque
placed in MH garden
relating to trees planted for
Duke & Duchess of Sussex
wedding.
Lack of cultivation on a plot
29/06/2020

New plaque
installed with
revised wording

Admin
Town
Clerk

CRO
08/07/2020

26/08/2020

Webform

Phone

Notice Boards in Wick
contained out of date
information regarding Ward
Councillors

08/07/2020

Complaint that a planning
application had not been
fully understood .

27/08/2020

Phone

Complaint regarding rats at
Howard Road allotments

Plot holder
circumstances
investigated

01/07/2020

Posters updated
and replaced

08/07/2020

Allotments

Town
Clerk

ATC
27/08/2020

10/07/2020

27/08/2020

Democratic
Services
Planning
27/08/2020
Application
process and
Town Council role
within it
Democratic
explained.
Services
Pest Control
27/08/2020
instructed to
Allotments
investigate

CRO
10/09/2020

Phone

Complaint regarding
allocation of vacant
allotments.

10/09/2020
ATC

Waiting list and
allocation of plots
explained

10/09/2020

Allotments
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RECORD OF
COMPLIMENTS

Date
Received

Source

Feb-20

Compliment
Cards
17/03/2020 email

23/07/2020 Facebook
03/09/2020 email

21/10/2020 email

Facebook
comments
Dec-20

Compliment

Date of
Acknowledgment

Museum Family activities - Excellent activity, lots of craft for
children enjoyed making the butterflies

N/a

Just a short note to thank you David and his team for your assistance
and cooperation in resolving the situation between myself and the
neighbouring plot. Without that assistance I do not believe the
resolution would have achieve and it may have become quite
acrimonious.
Museum Website - Absolutely superb. You should be very proud of it. I
look forward to looking through it properly
Thank you so much!!I am/we are so grateful for the support from all at
Littlehampton Town Council! It was so lovely to see so many happy faces
at the weekend (SJC hirer)
I just wanted to say a BIG thank you to everyone at Littlehampton Town
Council for your help in making it possible for me to hold 8 weeks of
dance classes so far! I wish you could see how happy you have made all
my students. In my whole teaching career I have never had so many nonstop smiley faces. The kids/adults that I teach are all so grateful to you
all too. (HAS grant funded event)

17/03/2020

(e-mail/phone etc)

Museum Online Programming - Your website is really interesting
and engaging, its amazing how much content that you've been
able to put up, such a fantastic resource.

N/a
03/09/2020

21/10/2020

N/a
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